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Abstract 

Code Injection Attacks (CIAs) exploit security vulnerabilities and 

computer bugs that are caused by processing invalid code. CIA is a 

problem that hackers attempt to introduce to any new method, their 

objective being to bypass the protection system. This thesis presents three 

key areas related to the detection of and protection against CIAs, these 

are: 

1. Detection of code injection attacks in many different approaches by

using Snort tool, Counter Matrix, Multiplexer Methodologies, and

GMSA.

2. Checking websites vulnerability against code injection attacks.

3. Web sanitisation from malicious code injection attacks.

Cybercriminals can use the Internet for criminal activities such as trading 

and buying drugs, forgery, piracy and terrorism. This thesis highlights the 

illicit activities happening on the dark side of the Internet, for example, 

measuring the presence of illicit activities inside the dark web pages, such 

as drugs, violence, forgery, and piracy. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction 

1.1 Preamble 

This chapter begins by providing background information about Code 

Injection Attacks (CIAs), and goes on to describe many important issues, it 

starts with detecting of CIAs in the field of test many methodologies and 

frameworks to detect CIAs; then checking and sanitizing the vulnerability 

of the web pages; last, identification of illicit activates inside the dark web. 

The motivation behind the research conducted in this thesis, and the 

scope and objectives are elaborated. Following this, the contribution of the 

thesis and an overview of the chapters will be discussed. Finally, the 

chapter will conclude with an outline of the thesis. 
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1.2  CIAs Detection Approaches 

We have built four approaches to detect many types of CIAs such as 

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) attack, SQL injection attack, Shell injection 

attack (Command injection attack), and File Inclusion attack. The latter 

consists of Local File Inclusion (LFI), and Remote File Inclusion (RFI). The 

four methods to detect CIAs are as follows: 

1. Detecting SQL Injection Attacks Using Snort IDS

2. Counter Matrix Mechanism.

3. Multiplexing Technique.

4. GMSA: Gathering Multiple Signatures Approach to Defend against

CIAs.

1.2.1   Detecting of SQL and XSS Injection Attacks Using Snort IDS 

The Internet has rapidly become an integral part of everyday life and 

society’s reliance on it is expected to continue increasing. However, its 

rapid expansion has also left it susceptible to misuse and/or abuse. Along 

with the growth of the internet, there has been a dramatic growth in SQL 

and XSS Injection Attack. It is a major concern that despite the increasing 
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development of IDS (Intrusion detection system) and anti-malware 

services and technologies, the volume of SQL and XSS injection attacks 

continues to grow day by day (Kumar, 2012). Therefore, effective and 

efficient detection techniques are of critical importance to the computer 

user community. 

Over the last decade, researchers have adopted a diversity of solutions in 

order to control the SQL and XSS injection attacks (Kumar, 2012); 

(Aickelin et al., 2007); (Eckmann, 2001); (Warneck, 2007); (Dabbour, et al. 

2013); (Mookhey & Burghate, 2010); (Howard & LeBlanc, 2003); (Deuble, 

2012). SQL and XSS injection attacks are the most devastating techniques 

for stealing data from the backend. It also has been argued that SQL and 

XSS injection attacks come under the top ten security threats in web 

applications (Howard & LeBlanc, 2003). 

By using this kind of attack, an attacker can get access to the database and 

steal classified information. The concept of IDS initially appeared in James 

Anderson’s technical report in 1980. This first generation of IDS could 

monitor, audit, and log an attacked computer. The main task was to 

search the audit logs for predefined patterns of suspicious activity 

(Aickelin et al., 2007). Most IDSs are reliable in detecting suspicious 

actions by evaluating TCP/IP connections or log files. When the IDS finds 
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a suspicious action, it creates an alert which contains information about 

the source, target, and preview type of the attack. 

SQL injection is the most common type of web vulnerability in recent 

years; an attacker can obtain user privacy information or control a server 

by using SQL injections. The most effective method to detect SQL injection 

vulnerabilities is penetration testing. Su et al. (2018) proposed a model of 

SQL injection cases based on transmission channel to guide the generation 

of the use cases in penetration testing. The authors found that the 

proposed model can describe all sorts of SQL injections, and the test 

model can be faster and more comprehensive with reducing the false 

positive rates and gives a higher accuracy. 

Snort is one of the effective and popular rule-based Network Intrusion 

Detection System (NIDS) tools to identify intrusion attacks. NIDS is an 

open source software developed by Martin Roesch and uses regular 

expression-based rules for intrusion detection. Snort is a packet sniffer 

that monitors network traffic in real time and supports protocols 

including TCP, UDP, IP and ICMP (Eckmann, 2001). It verifies each packet 

closely to detect an unsafe payload or suspicious anomalies. When 

suspicious activity is identified, Snort immediately generates a real-time 

alert by logging it to the alert file, and activating a popup window.  The 

SQL and XSS (Cross Site Scripting) attacks are the most common and 
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serious injection attacks threatening the privacy and security of both 

clients and applications nowadays (Howard & LeBlanc, 2003). It causes 

serious threats among the Internet user community due to its recent 

dynamic attack patterns (Patil et al., 2012). The current IDS are not 

sufficient to prevent or generate real-time security alerts to users (Moya, 

2009). It has been investigated how SQL and XSS injection attacks are 

conducted and how hackers use SQL and XSS injections to attack web 

applications (Wang & Li, 2012). To mitigate this problem, developers 

proposed a range of coding guidelines that promoted defensive coding 

approaches, such as encoding user input and validation (Howard & 

LeBlanc, 2003). Researchers also proposed many CIAs detection 

techniques such as static taint analysis (Demšar, 2006) and conolic testing 

(Kieżun et al., 2009). However, these techniques suffer from high rates of 

FP (false positive) instances. Conversely, there are numerous types of SQL 

and XSS injection attacks. However, researchers are often unaware of its 

variations, and most of their proposed solutions detect a limited subset of 

SQL and XSS injection attacks. Therefore, it has become a challenge for 

researchers to develop an active defence technique against SQL and XSS 

injection attacks. 
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1.2.2   Defence against Buffer Over-Flow Attacks 

 

Code injection attacks are considered serious threats to Internet users. 

Buffer overflow is one of the most common types of CIAs. In this type of 

attack, an attacker injects malicious codes in the users’ programs to change 

or divert the execution flows. In this thesis, we explore contemporary 

defence strategies against code injection attacks (CIAs) and identify their 

limitations. To overcome these limitations, we suggest a number of 

countermeasures to protect from buffer overflow attacks. Our key idea 

relies on multiplexing and counter matrix techniques. Counter Matrix 

technique preserves the exact return code to ensure the integrity of 

program execution trace of shell code. Multiplexer technique also 

maintains a FIFO (first in first out) queue to defeat the conflict state when 

multiple callers call simultaneously. Finally, our techniques can provide 

better performance, in terms of protection and speed, when compared to 

both the CFI (Control Flow Integrity) and CPM (Code Pointer Masking) 

techniques. 

1.2.3   GMSA: Gathering Multiple Signatures Approach to Defend 

against CIAs 

 

Code Injection Attacks (CIAs) exploit security vulnerabilities and 
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computer bugs that are caused by processing invalid code. CIA is a 

problem that hackers attempt to introduce to any new method, their 

objective being to bypass the protection system. We present a tool called 

GMSA that detects a variety of code injection attacks; for example Cross- 

Site Scripting (XSS) attack, SQL injection attack, Shell injection attack 

(Command injection attack), and File Inclusion attack. The latter consists 

of Local File Inclusion (LFI), and Remote File Inclusion (RFI). Our 

empirical analysis reveals that, compared with existing research, GMSA 

executes a precision performance (accuracy of the proposed algorithm is 

99.45%). The false positive rate of GMSA is 0.59%, which is low compared 

with other research. The low false positive rate is the most important 

factor. Ideally, the defence algorithm should balance between the false 

positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR), because with existing 

methodologies security experts can defend against a broad range of CIAs 

with uncomplicated security software. Typical protection methods yield a 

high FPR. Our method results in high TPR while minimising the resources 

needed to address false positive. GMSA can detect four types of CIA. This 

is more comprehensive than other research techniques which are 

restricted to only two major types of CIA, namely, SQL injection and XSS 

attacks. 
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1.3   Checking Websites Vulnerability against CIAs 

 

Our research presents a model for identifying whether a website is 

vulnerable to code injection attacks (CIAs) or not. The proposed model 

gives a solution to identify vulnerabilities to CIA of hundreds of 

thousands of websites; this can help website administrators to check if a 

website is vulnerable to CIAs. There is a little research in this field because 

most cyber security research concerns the detection of and protection from 

malware. A recent research of detection of second order vulnerability of a 

website is presented by (Liu and Wang, 2018), Second order vulnerability 

is more destructive than the first order vulnerability. 

The Authors propose a method to detect second order web vulnerability 

by using two crawl scans. 

Their method crawls the URL of a website for the first time, sends anchor 

points, crawls URL of the storage anchor point for the second time and 

detects second order web security vulnerabilities specifically for these 

suspicious URLs. The Authors approach reduces the time complexity of 

detecting second order web security vulnerabilities and makes up for the 

lack of methods to detect web security second order vulnerabilities. 

In the anomaly detection case of the website, the traditional vulnerability 

scanning technology is used for active defense at present, but there are 
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problems such as incomplete data crawling and time consuming iteration 

of rule set. To solve these problems, (Tao and Long-Toa, 2018) put forward 

a logistic regression model based on machine learning to detect anomaly 

of web traffic, by using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency 

(TF-IDF) algorithm to complete the feature extraction of URL, then 

training the logistic regression model, Authors found that by using LBFGS 

algorithm can be used as a loss function to obtain better model accuracy. 

At the same time, the experimental results show that the model can 

distinguish abnormal traffic well for newly generated web traffic. 

Our research previews a self-checking protection model which enables 

web administrators to know whether their current protection program is 

adequate, or whether a website needs stronger protection against CIAs. 

The model presented in this thesis can automatically inject codes such as 

SQL injections and XSS injections to a website. The checking methodology 

consists of many intrusion methods that the attacker may use to launch 

his code injection attacks. 

The literature review discusses investigations into CIA. Some studies 

(Fonseca & Vieira, 2008); (Stott et al., 2000) presented a model to detect 

different types of CIA and malware such as SQL injection, XSS attack, 

Missing Function Call fault (MFC), and fault injection attack. Other 

studies (Fonseca et al., 2008b); (Bau et al., 2010); (Bhojak et al., 2017) 
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evaluated web pages’ vulnerabilities by using commercial web scanners 

(black-box), and compared the efficiency of different scanner tools in the 

detection of web page vulnerabilities. 

One study Bhojak et al. (2017) compared their open source scanner with 

commercial web vulnerability scanners, by creating two web servers for 

the comparison process and using different web applications to build the 

web servers such as Mutillidae, WebGoat, Swapp, and DVWA (Damn 

Vulnerable Web Application). The significance of our work is that it is the 

only work that provides a model for self-checking for global web pages on 

the internet. This is more significant than the study by Bhojak. They used 

just two costume-built web servers to compare the efficiency of their open 

source scanner with commercial web scanners, whereas our model can 

check vulnerabilities of any web page on the internet. This differs from 

our work because we built a web checking model whereas the previous 

research (Fonseca et al., 2008b); (Bau et al., 2010); (Bhojak et al., 2017) used 

commercial web scanners. 

 

1.4   Web Sanitisation from Malicious CIAs 

 

We propose a new methodology to sanitise web pages to prevent code 

injection attacks. One common programming error in web applications is 
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using an improper encoding method to sanitise the source code of the web 

page. Our methodology provides a proper encoding method which can 

stop and prevent code injection attacks caused by improper encoding of 

untrusted data. Our framework is an automatic encoding method to 

sanitise web browsers containing multiple interpreters, such as JavaScript, 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), HTML, and Uniform Resource Identifier 

(URI). In this methodology, we also need to detect zero-day attack (XSS 

vulnerabilities) which may not be detected by detection tools. Our 

methodology can prevent many types of code injection vulnerabilities, 

such as XSS injection vulnerabilities. 

A study sponsored by Google (Javed, 2014) showed that thirty percent of 

the encoding methods used are incorrect. This incorrect encoding leads to 

code injection vulnerabilities in web pages. In some encoding cases, we 

should utilise more than one encoding method in the context, such as URI 

and JavaScript encoding methods. 

 

1.5   Identification of Illicit Activities inside the Dark Net 

 

Cybercriminal activities on the dark web can be considered one of the 

critical problems for societies around the world. It is possible that 

cybercriminals are using the Internet for criminal activities such as trading 
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and buying drugs, pedophilia, hiring hitmen, forgery, piracy, and 

terrorism. In this thesis, we are highlighting the illicit activities happening 

on the dark side of the Internet, in particular, the dark web pages. We 

used the Onion Router to check the web contents that users of dark web 

pages are posting and discussing. This thesis also examines the most 

common activities in the illicit subjects that users are chatting about in the 

dark web pages. We performed affect analysis on the dark web pages, 

which is useful for measuring the presence of illicit subjects such as drugs, 

violence, forgery, and piracy. The results show that there are similarities 

in the subjects between the dark web pages. 

In terms of Explore Illegal and Criminal Activities using Dark Crawler 

Zulkarnine et al. (2016) explore illegal and criminal activities in the dark 

web. They developed a Web Crawler which can search web pages on the 

internet automatically based on predefined signatures with a hyperlink 

for creating a map of the network. 

The Web Crawlers succeed in extracting and locating data of kids’ 

pornographies on the Internet. Since the Tor program is different to the 

TCP technique, authors modified Web Crawler to work within the Tor 

program, termed the (Dark Crawler). Dark Crawler has the ability to 

access Tor program and normal internet websites. 
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Dark Crawler can find terrorism contents that are available on the dark 

websites (Zulkarnine et al., 2016). 

 

Iliou et al. (2017) presented a hybrid crawler framework that can discover 

web resources of many different terms on the dark web or surface web. 

The framework used a classifier guided method to select a hyperlink to 

follow that can combine a link based classifier and exploit the local context 

of the hyperlink.  

The authors used hybrid crawler framework to discover websites contain 

illicit and terrorist contents including pedophilia, Home Made Explosives 

(HMEs), forgery, and drugs. 

The results proved the efficiency and effectiveness of the hybrid crawler 

framework in discovering illegal contents on the surface and dark 

websites (Iliou et al., 2017). 

 

1.6   Scope of Research of the Thesis 

 

CIAs is an important subject in cyber security that still not solved, many 

hackers still have the ability to attack vulnerable websites and do their 

malicious act. In our research we focused on many methods in the 
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detection and prevention of CIAs, our methods can provide a better 

solution in detection and prevention CIAs, these methods are as follows: 

 

1. We used Snort IDS program to detect CIAs 

2. We proposed two techniques to detect CIAs, these techniques are: 

Multiplexing and CPM (Code Pointer Masking) techniques. 

3. We presented Gathering Multiple Signatures Approach to Defend 

against CIAs (GMSA) methodology to detect four sorts of CIAs (XSS 

attacks, SQL injection attacks, Shell injection attacks attack (Command 

injection attack), and File Inclusion attack. 

4. We proposed a framework to check the CIAs vulnerabilities in the 

websites. 

5. We proposed a framework to sanitise a website from CIAs 

vulnerabilities. 

 

A study about the identification of the illicit activities in the dark web 

pages is presented. In this study, the illicit activities such as drugs, 

violence, forgery, and piracy on three dark web pages are highlighted by 

us. 

The research question of our thesis is as follows: 
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A significant challenge facing the web industry is that users are unaware 

of CIAs. Many website administrators do not know if their websites are 

vulnerable to the CIA. Consequently, when a company wants to build a 

website, the web administrator may not know which anti-malware 

program to use for protection against malware. A company chooses a 

protection system depends on many factors including how much they can 

afford, and how strong the antimalware program is. In some cases, the 

web administrator does not know if the anti-malware program is 

beneficial to protect against CIAs and can give full protection to a website 

against CIAs (Alnabulsi and Islam, 2017). This uncertainty justifies further 

research. Although there is a great deal of research about the detection of 

and protection from hacking attacks and also many systems can provide 

some protection against hacking attacks. There are few research projects in 

the area of checking a website’s vulnerability against CIAs. The review of 

current literature focuses on the detection of and protection against the 

CIA, but not on checking vulnerability before an attack occurs. This issue 

is important because it can provide a web administrator a system to alert 

for any susceptible of vulnerable websites against the CIA. 
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1.7  The Objective of the Thesis 

 

The research in this thesis is compelled by the importance of creating a 

novel strategy to overcome the current research challenges. These include 

the importance and precedence of investigations of the current state of art 

various CIAs patterns. In doing so, the research investigated various types 

of CIAs, analysed the inner structure and the detection signatures of 

different types of CIAs, and classified them accordingly. This research 

aims to develop novel detection and protection techniques which are low 

in the false positive rate while being highly efficient in detection and 

protection against CIAs. To fulfill this aim, the objectives of the research 

are to: 

  

1. Perform extensive investigations of the current state of art various 

CIAs patterns. 

2. Propose a detection framework to identify CIAs. 

3. Propose an alert generation technique to the user if a website is 

vulnerable to CIA. 

4. Propose a web sanitisation framework against CIAs.  

5. Highlight and identify the illicit activities in the dark web pages. 
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1.8  The Contribution of the Thesis 

 

The thesis investigates the taxonomy of many CIAs, to create optimal CIA 

signatures that we can use to detect CIAs, with a low false positive rate. 

 

The thesis then explores the problem in three major areas: 

i) In ability to know whether a website is vulnerable to CIAs or not. 

ii) How to sanitise a website from CIAs? 

iii) What are the subjects of dialogues between users in dark web pages? 

The main contributions of this thesis are outlined below: 

 

• This thesis classifies the state-of-the-art strategies based on the many 

different methods in the detection and protection against CIAs. 

• A comparative study – Including the taxonomy of CIAs that we used it 

to set the CIAs’ signatures for CIAs detection.   

• A novel model is proposed to check a website’s vulnerability against 

CIAs.  

• A framework is proposed with an automatic encoding method to 

sanitise web pages to prevent code injection attacks.  

• The thesis also examines the most common activities of the illicit 

subjects  in the dark web pages  
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1.9  Thesis Outline 

 

As the thesis progresses to the next chapter, an extensive literature review 

is conducted in regard to the detection of and protection against CIAs and 

the dark web. The background and literature review are presented in 

Chapter 2. Analysis of common methodologies and the research gap is 

identified to address the current issues. Discussion of the importance of 

creating novel studies completes Chapter 2. 

 

Chapter 3 proposes an innovative solution to filter the SQL and XSS 

injection attacks by using Snort IDS. The proposed detection technique 

uses Snort tool by augmenting a number of additional Snort rules. 

 

Chapter 4 explores the contemporary defence strategies CIAs and 

underlines their limitations. It proposes some countermeasure 

mechanisms for protecting from CIAs. The key idea relies on the 

multiplexing technique to preserve the exact return code to ensure the 

integrity of program execution trace of shell code. The technique can 

provide better performance, in terms of protection and speed compared to 

the CFI (Control Flow Integrity). Chapter 4 also proposes the Counter 
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Matrix counter measure mechanism to overcome the limitation of CPM 

(Code Pointer Masking) technique. 

  

Chapter 5 presents a tool called Gathering Multiple Signatures Approach 

(GMSA) that can detect a variety of code injection attacks, such as Cross- 

Site Scripting (XSS) attack, SQL injection attack, Shell injection attack 

(Command injection attack) and File Inclusion attack. The latter consists of 

Local File Inclusion (LFI) and Remote File Inclusion (RFI). It also outlines 

the taxonomy of CIAs. 

 

Chapter 6 of the thesis presents a model to identify a website’s 

vulnerability against code injection attacks (CIAs). The model provides a 

self-checking model to identify vulnerabilities to CIA of many websites. 

 

Chapter 7 proposes a methodology that can sanitise web pages to prevent 

CIAs. The framework is an automatic encoding method to sanitise web 

pages that contain multiple interpreters, such as JavaScript, CSS, HTML, 

and URI. 

Chapter 8 outlines the illicit activates in the dark web pages over the 

Onion Router. It is possible that cybercriminals are using the Internet for 

criminal activities such as trading and buying drugs, pedophilia, hiring 
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hitmen, forgery, piracy, and terrorism. Chapter 8 classifies the illicit 

activates based on DF, TF, and TF-IDF with VSM. 

 

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis, and the thesis aim and object is revised 

and determined to have been fulfilled. A consideration for possible future 

work is described, followed by closing remarks to end the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

 

 

Literature Review 

 

 

2.1 Preamble 

 

The previous chapter has presented the complex taxonomy of CIAs and 

discussed a range of methodologies for detection of CIAs, then discussed 

checking the vulnerabilities of websites and sanitisating websites from 

CIAs. Finally, it discussed the identification of the illicit activities in dark 

web pages. 

This chapter describes the literature and methodologies used by other 

researchers in the detection of and protection against CIAs. Also, it 

classified the literature about deep web pages. In addition, this literature 

review identified many gaps in the field to classify there search aim and 

objective. 
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2.2 Detecting SQL and XSS Injection Attacks by Using Snort IDS 

 

In this subsection, we preview the literature review of Snort IDS. It is 

obvious from the literature that none of the existing techniques can offer a 

complete solution to protect the user as well as a web application from 

SQL and XSS injection attacks. Therefore, it is an open challenge to 

researchers to find an optimum solution against the SQL and XSS injection 

attacks. 

 

2.2.1  Database of SQL Injection Patterns 

 

Veerman and Oprea (2012) presented different SQL injection attacks and 

their solutions based on Snort tool. They proposed a method that is used 

by many organisations to leverage their IDS experiences. They also 

captured some SQL Injection attack patterns; however, their attack 

patterns only extract signature-based features which cannot offer 

protection against most recent attacks. The approach can detect insider 

attacks up to 70% of all database attacks, such as resource exhaustion, and 

password attack, and malware attacks, such as viruses, worms, and the 

Trojan horses (Veerman and Oprea, 2012). 
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2.2.2  Defeating SQL Injection Evasion 

  

Warneck (2007) used many methods to defeat the SQL injection attack for 

preventing the vulnerabilities related to web attacks by using Snort tool, 

he detected many types of SQL injection attacks, in the database level and 

web application level. 

 

2.2.3  Efficient Assessment and Evaluation for Websites Vulnerabilities 

 

Dabbour et al. (2013) presented three types of attacks; these attacks are 

SQL injection attacks, XSS (Cross Site Scripting) attacks, and command 

execution attacks. They also used Snort tool for detection, Damn 

Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA) for evaluating and testing the Snort 

rules. 

 

2.2.4  Samurai Framework with Security Onion Application 

 

Deuble (2012) investigated about alerting and detecting of SQL injection 

attacks, XSS attacks, query command injection attacks, and OS command 

injection attacks on web applications by using Snort tools. Deuble used 

Samurai WTF (Web Testing Framework) distribution, Damn Vulnerable 
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Web Application (DVWA), and Security Onion applications with Snort 

tool in his experimental process. 

 

2.2.5  Iterative Dichotomizer 3 (ID3) Method 

 

Mookhey et al. (2004) presented a Snort tool for detecting SQL injection 

and XSS attacks. They implemented Iterative Dichotomizer 3(ID3) method 

to detect the web application attacks, which is an algorithm that uses the 

greedy approach by selecting the best attribute on each iteration to split 

the dataset. The ID3 method detected 1282 attacks out of 1771 generated 

attacks. 

 

2.3  Multiplexer and Counter Matrix Countermeasure Mechanisms 

 

In this subsection, the literature review has previewed Multiplexer and 

Counter Matrix Countermeasures to defence against CIAs. The motivation 

of our work is to improve CFI speed by applying a multiplexer to divert 

every return address to its address memory locations, and overcome 

problems with CPM which did not give a complete guarantee to protect 

against code injection attacks by using a counter of 1s in return addresses. 
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Our approaches address these issues and have significant 

countermeasures to protect against code injection attacks. 

 

2.3.1  Mobile Control Flow Integrity (MoCFI) 

 

Previous research (Davi et al., 2012) has presented a design of Mobile 

Control-Flow Integrity (MoCFI) and implemented a framework of 

Smartphone platforms. The standard platform that they focused on is 

Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) architecture. The ARM architecture is 

the standard platform for smart phones. It prevents control flow attacks by 

using Control Flow Integrity (CFI). Davi et al. showed the enforcement of 

CFI that was applied to the ARM platform, and CFI framework 

implemented for Apple iOS. The result showed that the application 

mitigates Control Flow Attacks. The limitation of MoCFI is that it can only 

be applied in mobile phone applications. 

 

2.3.2  Code Pointer Masking (CPM) Countermeasure 

 

Philippaerts et al. (2011) presented a Code Pointer Masking (CPM) 

countermeasure against code injection attacks which does not depend on 

secret value (stack canaries), but relies on masking the return address 
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functions, masking function pointer, and masking global offset table. 

However, it provided sound protection against code injection attacks, and 

there was some scope for a successful attack. Therefore it does not give 

full protection against code injection attacks (Philippaerts et al., 2011). 

 

2.3.3  Secure Return Address Stack (SRAS) 

 

Lee et al. (2003) presented Secure Return Address Stack (SRAS) which is 

hardware-based to prevent code injection attacks by verifying 

modification of return address. To apply this methodology needs low-cost 

modification of the processor and operating system (OS). The hardware 

protection can be applied to executable code and new programs. The 

impact of performance of the applications using this hardware-based 

protection is negligible because it does not impact on the performance of 

return instructions and procedure call. However, SRAS requires hardware 

modification that is sometimes hard to apply because of compatibility 

with the processor and operating system (OS) (Lee et al., 2003). 
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2.3.4  Compact Control Flow Integrity and Randomization (CCFIR) 

 

Zhang et al. (2013) presented a new protection method called Compact 

Control Flow Integrity and Randomization (CCFIR), to solve the 

limitation of CFI by collecting all targets of indirect control transfer 

instructions in a section called “Springboard” in a random order. By using 

the “Springboard” section, CCFIR ensures indirect transfers more easily 

than CFI. Results showed that CCFIR eliminates control flow attacks such 

as return-into-libc and ROP, but this technique still uses the same 

approach as CFI (Zhang et al., 2013). 

  

2.3.5  Control Flow Integrity Monitoring (CFIMon) 

 

Xia et al. (2012) presented a system called Control Flow Integrity 

Monitoring (CFIMon), which is the first system that can detect control 

flow attacks without any changes to applications (binary code or source) 

and it does not require any special hardware. It works by collecting legal 

control flow transfers and uses a branch tracing store mechanism to 

analyse runtime traces to detect the code injection attacks. The CFIMon 

uses two phases: firstly, the offline phase which builds a set of target 

addresses for every branch instruction; and secondly, the online phase 
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that applies a number of rules to diagnose possible attacks. The limitation 

of CFIMon is that it gives a false alarm (false positive or false negative) 

when detecting code injection attacks (Xia et al., 2012). 

 

2.4  Gathering Multiple Signatures Approach (GMSA) 

 

The literature reveals a range of techniques for detecting CIAs, but most of 

them have a high positive rate. The majority of the research has focused 

on the two major types of CIA, namely SQL injection and XSS attacks. The 

main weakness of the above research techniques, however, is that they 

have a high false positive rate even if the true positive rate is high. The 

high false positive rate is still the most important factor in the above 

literature and is addressed by our GMSA methodology. In our thesis, we 

are proposing GMSA that considers all possible CIAs and their mitigating 

strategies. Our empirical analysis demonstrates that GMSA is significant 

in detecting the CIA with a low false positive rate of around 0.59%. 

 

2.4.1  Instruction Sequence Abstraction 

 

To detect Shell code attacks, Zhao and Ahn (2013) proposed a technique 

called Instruction sequence abstraction for modeling Shell code detection 
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and attribution through a novel feature extraction method. It facilitates a 

Markov chain based model for Shell code detection and supports vector 

machines of encoded Shell code attribution. It extracts coarse-grained 

features from an instruction sequence to solve the binary Shell code 

injection problem. The authors used a penetration program called 

Metasploit. The Metasploit consists of different tools and hosts from a 

variety of sources. The authors collected and used hundred and forty 

samples of unencoded Shell code for testing and training the Markov 

chain based model, which is executable on many operating systems such 

as Linux, Unix, and Windows (Zhao & Ahn, 2013). 

 

2.4.2  Efficient Data Adaptive Decision Tree Algorithm (EDADT) 

 

In detecting SQL injection attacks, Priyaa and Devi (2016b) proposed a 

hybrid framework for detecting SQL injection attacks at the database level 

by using an Efficient Data Adaptive Decision Tree Algorithm (EDADT). 

EDADT is consisting of the semi-supervised algorithm and SVM 

classification algorithm. The query tree is used from the database log to 

provide precise performance from the hybrid framework. The SQL 

injection attack classifier checks if the testing feature vector is benign or 

malicious with the optimized SVM classification model. The experimental 
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results show that the hybrid framework can detect malicious SQL queries 

with a high performance compared to other research (Priyaa & Devi, 

2016b). 

 

2.4.3  Preventing SQL Email Hacking 

 

For preventing SQL Email Hacking, Sharadqeh et al. proposed a 

framework in their paper "Review and Measuring the Efficiency of SQL 

injection Method in Preventing Email Hacking". Their method seeks to 

prevent Email SQL injection attacks, and the authors applied SQL 

injection attacks in many different ways. Sharadqeh et al. state that SQL is 

a popular Email hacking technique in wired networks. The attacks consist 

of several steps and an attacker uses more than one hacking technique, so 

when the authors proposed a framework to prevent Email SQL injection 

attacks, the recall rate result was 79% (Sharadqeh et al., 2012). 

 

2.4.4  Hybrid IDS (Intrusion Detection System) Model 

 

Regarding the intrusion detection system, Nadiammai and Hemalatha 

(2014) proposed an effective approach for intrusion detection using data 

mining techniques. The authors used an EDADT algorithm which is 
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formed by using two algorithms, for example Hybrid PSO + C4.5. The 

Hybrid IDS model is formed by using the Snort IDS and two pre-

processors known as ALAD and LERAD. Four issues have been solved by 

using the EDADT algorithm: firstly, high level of human interaction, 

secondly, classification of data, thirdly, the effectiveness of distributed 

denial of service attack and fourthly lack of labeled data. The authors 

tested the EDADT using the KDD Cup dataset and the resulting accuracy 

of the EDADT algorithm was 98.12% (Nadiammai & Hemalatha, 2014). 

  

2.4.5  Java Vulnerability Detection System (JVDS) 

 

In testing by using a white-box, Qu et al. (2013) presented the white-box 

testing prototype framework JVDS for detecting XSS attack and SQL 

injection attack. The steps of the methodology are: Firstly, construct a taint 

dependency graph for the framework. Secondly, use a finite state to 

represent the value of the tainted string. Thirdly, verify the safe handling 

effectiveness of the framework for user input by matching the input with 

the attack pattern, and implement the detection prototype system to check 

the vulnerability of the web application. The results showed that the 

program is appropriate for detecting code injection attacks. The JDVS 
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framework could detect the vulnerability for a dataset of test cases within 

a short period of time (Qu et al., 2013). 

 

2.4.6  Automated Data Type Detection of Input Parameters (IPAAS) 

 

In order to prevent SQL injection and XSS attacks, Scholte et al. (2012) 

present a novel technique based on automated data type detection of 

input parameters (IPAAS). The authors implemented IPAAS by using a 

PHP web application and evaluated its vulnerability against both XSS 

attacks and SQL injection attacks on five real websites. The IPAAS 

provides a user input validation instead of output sanitisation for the 

prevention of XSS and SQL injection attacks. The evaluation demonstrated 

that IPAAS prevented 83% of SQL injection attacks and 65% of XSS 

attacks. This finding shows a low rate of false positive in the prevention of 

XSS and SQL injection attacks by using the IPAAS framework (Scholte et 

al., 2012). 

 

2.4.7  Cascading Effect of Multiple Algorithms 

 

Koshal and Bag (2012) use the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) with the 

cascading effect of multiple algorithms, and this strategy gives a much 
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more precise performance compared to a single algorithm. The accuracy 

and detection rates of the IDS that use the single algorithm are not as 

precise and the false alarm rate is higher. The authors combined two 

hybrid algorithms (C4.5 decision tree and Support Vector Machine (SVM)) 

to develop the detection system. The results show an increase in the 

accuracy, detection rate, and a low false positive rate. The dataset which is 

used for estimating the system is NSL KDD and a cascading effect of the 

multiple algorithms only categories the dataset as normal or abnormal. 

The testing results indicate that the system has an advantage over the 

KDD Cup 99, in that less time is required for detecting the code injection 

attacks (Koshal & Bag, 2012). 

 

2.5  Checking Websites Vulnerability against CIAs 

 

In checking websites vulnerability against CIAs, we preview many studies 

about detection and checking web application vulnerabilities against 

CIAs. 
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2.5.1  Missing Function Call (MFC)Detection  

 

Fonseca and Vieira (2008) classified 655 SQL injection and XSS that they 

found them in 6 websites applications. Authors conclusion shows that a 

group of twelve faults in a generic software framework is responsible to 

all of the security troubles against code injection attacks such as SQL 

injection and Cross-site scripting (XSS). Authors detected MFC extended 

which is a part of a Missing Function Call fault, which is responsible of 

76% for all the security analyzed problems of code injection attacks. By 

comparing the distribution of the Missing Function Call fault of the results 

with researches of software faults authors found considerable differences 

between them. The detailed analysis of the location or condition of each 

fault was observed and presented, so it supports the future works for 

definition the realistic of fault types which effect on detection the 

vulnerability in a web pages. In the future work, authors want to study 

the exploit code that an attackers used to Penetrate web pages, the results 

can help to create an attack injector to Penetrate web pages (Fonseca & 

Vieira, 2008). 
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2.5.2 Using Networked Fault Injection and Performance Evaluator 

(NFTAPE) to Detect Fault Injection Attacks 

 

Stott et al. (2000) proposed the paper "NFTAPE: a framework for assessing 

dependability in distributed systems with lightweight fault injectors", In 

this paper authors presented NFTAPE, that authors used it as an 

experiments to conduct fault injection automatically, they used it to help 

them solving these problems monitors, fault injectors, target specific, 

trigger, driver based, hardware based, debugger based, simulation based, 

and performance-fault. Authors used fault injection to accelerate the rate 

of errors happen in the computer system, for analyzing the dependability 

of the system, by presenting the weakness and evaluating the coverage of 

fault injection technique. Different tools of fault injection techniques have 

been presented. These injectors consist of simulated fault Injectors, 

physical fault injectors, and software implemented fault injectors (SWIFI). 

SWIFI is an inexpensive, easy technique to develop and runs in program. 

The architecture component helps to make it easy for using NFTAPE to 

many of operating system programs such as Windows, Solaris, Lynx, and 

Linux. Authors used NFTAPE to do experiments on fault injection 

technique. They presented 2 experiment examples of fault injection 

technique. The first experiment example authors inject bit errors into the 
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physical layer of a LAN link by using a hardware fault injector. The 

second experiment example is framework of the real space imaging by 

using a fault injector of debugger-based. NFTAPE is flexible with an 

ability to execute simulated-based fault injector, SWIFI, or hardware-

based fault injector. the contribution of the authors is the library of 

reusable components that built for NFTAPE (Stott et al., 2000). 

 

2.5.3 Using (Attack inJECtion Tool) AJECT to Discover the Security 

Vulnerabilities of Web Applications 

 

Neves et al. (2006) presented a tool called AJECT which is for discovering 

the security vulnerabilities on web servers/networks applications. AJECT 

simulates the behavior of a malicious attack by injecting many types of 

code injection attacks into the computer server target. AJECT produces 

malicious attacks automatically to perform the malicious attacks to the 

target computer server, while the application running, it monitors the 

framework to collect many sorts of information to determine whether the 

server executed incorrectly (vulnerability exists) or not. For evaluation, 

authors conducted several experiments with Internet Message Access 

Protocol (IMAP), which is a protocol used to access and preview electronic 

mail on a network of the computer server. The experiments show that 
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AJECT utilized to locate distinct types of vulnerabilities such as format 

strings, information disclosure bugs, and buffer overflows). So AJECT can 

find many sorts of code injection vulnerabilities, such as the previously 

mentioned vulnerability (Neves et al., 2006). 

 

2.5.4  Evaluation of Commercial Scanners 

  

Fonseca et al. (2008b) evaluated web pages vulnerability using commercial 

scanners, and injected a software faults in the web pages. Authors 

compared the efficiency of the different commercial scanners tools in the 

detection of the vulnerabilities. By analyzing the false positives and the 

detected vulnerabilities, authors evaluated and compared 3 of the 

commercial web page vulnerabilities scanners to know which one is better 

in detection of the code injection vulnerabilities in the web pages.  

The results showed that the scanners get many different results but all of 

them produce a high false negative and false positives percentage values 

(false positives is in between 20% to 77%). In the future work authors 

want to apply and evaluate the same methodology to anther web pages 

that have not been used in this approach methodology, then compare 

many other approaches methodologies to get a bigger experiments results 

and to study which sort of programming code that leads to code injection 
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vulnerabilities so it can support the prevention of code injection 

vulnerabilities (Fonseca et al., 2008b). 

 

2.5.5  Black-Box of Web Application Scanners 

  

Bau et al. (2010) proposed the paper "State of the Art: Automated Black-

Box Web Application Vulnerability Testing", authors studied the 

vulnerabilities of black-box web application scanners to detect 

vulnerabilities of XSS and SQL injection, Cross-Site Request Forgery, 

Cross-Channel Scripting, Information Disclosure, and Malware. Authors 

goal was to identify the strengths and the limitations of different tools and 

to report test results of detect vulnerabilities using different tools. The 

eight commercial scanners tools that incorporated in authors study are 

(NeXpose 4.8.0, McAfee-SECURE, Rational AppScan 7.9, WVS 6.5, 

HailStorm-Pro 6.0, QA-Edition 7.0.0, QualysGuard-PCI, Web-Inspect 8.0), 

the study includes scanners tools of many of the companies in the web 

security. The prices of the scanners tools starts from (100's to 10,000's) of 

dollars, which gives a many options for users and customers to select 

which scanner tool is more appropriate for them. The scanner tools are 

poorly in detecting “stored” vulnerabilities, such as the stored XSS 

detection rate was 15%, scanners tools could not detect the vulnerabilities 
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of the second method of SQL injection. 7 scanners tools detected the 

vulnerabilities of the first method of SQL injection (which is around 14%). 

One scanner tool has been able to get a high rate of detection the 

vulnerabilities of the first-order SQL injection (which is around 40%). 

Authors testbed has a server running Apache server 2.2.3, MySQL 5.0.45, 

PHP 5.1.6, and the PhpMyAdmin installed on a Linux 2.6.18 was running 

on the server with around 50 URLs, 3000 lines of code (Bau et al., 2010). 

 

Bhojak et al. (2017) proposed the paper "Automated Web Application 

Vulnerability Detection With Penetration Testing", in this paper authors 

proposed a new approach to find a vulnerability in code injection attacks 

that include a black-box on some existing different web applications such 

as: Mutillidae, WebGoat, Swapp, and DVWA. Authors performed tests to 

scan for all vulnerabilities using the commercial web vulnerability tools 

scanners, then they compare their open source scanner with the 

commercial web vulnerability tools scanners, and scan some web 

applications to get the results for different web vulnerability as presented 

in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Results of the comparison between commercial web 

vulnerability scanners and the Authors’ Scanner (Bhojak et al., 2017) 

 

 Commercial 
Scanner 1 

Commercial 
Scanner 2 

Authors 
Scanner 

Site Tested Vulnerabilities Number of Vulnerability Detected 

Web 
Applications 

Site 1 

Cross Site Scripting Attacks 
(XSS) 

5 7 8 

SQL Injection Attacks 8 7 7 

Directory Listing 11 9 12 

Broken Authentication 
using SQL Injection 

1 1 1 

Auto-complete enabled on 
input fields Enabled 

0 0 0 

Web 
Applications 

Site 2 

Cross Site Scripting 
Attacks(XSS) 

6 5 8 

SQL Injection Attacks 3 5 6 

Directory Listing 12 9 13 

Broken Authentication 
using SQL Injection Attacks 

0 0 0 

Auto-Complete Enabled 
on Input Fields Enabled 

1 0 2 

 

In Table 2.1, it shows that the authors tool scanner in web applications Site 

1 obtained precious results in detection of vulnerabilities such as SQL 

Injection Attacks, Directory Listing comparing with Commercial Scanner 

1,2, but the Commercial Scanner 1 obtained a better result in detection 

Cross-Site Scripting Attacks (XSS) comparing with Authors Scanner. In 
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web applications Site 2 the Authors Scanner obtained precise results in 

detection SQL Injection attacks, Directory Listing, XSS attacks, Auto-

complete enabled on input fields Enabled, while it obtained the same 

result in detection Broken Authentication using SQL Injection Attacks for 

both of Commercial Scanners 1, 2 and the Authors Scanner (Bhojak et al., 

2017). 

 

2.5.6  Dependency Builder 

 

Fonseca et al. (2009) proposed a code injection approach to detect the 

vulnerabilities of web pages, they used many programs to applied their 

idea, that gives a precision methodology to check whether the web 

application is secure or not. Authors used a case studies depend on the 

real world to validate the ability of the framework to penetrate web pages, 

so it validate an Intrusion Detection System and 2 web page code injection 

vulnerability Scanners for SQL injection attacks. 

The Dependency Builder is the first component of the code injection 

program. Dependency Builder is seeking for the files within the input file, 

the Dependency Builder is targeting PHP file for the injection process of 

code injection attack. 
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In PHP program, programmers can include a general file in to another file, 

(it can be done using one of this statements: require(), include(), 

require_once(), include_once()) for reutilization Purposes. 

The execution of the main file and the included files is processing by the 

PHP tool. To search on vulnerabilities, meta-codes of code injection 

attacks should be injected. 

The second component is the Variable Analyzer. The Variable Analyzer 

can analyze all the variables of the SQL queries. It collected all PHP 

variables from the PHP code, then sent them in the SQL query. 

Table 2.2 presents queries that injected sent to the database and execution 

of SQL Injection. It is consist of the basic of SQL Injection attack strings. 

 

Table 2.2: Basic attack payload string examples (Fonseca et al., 2009). 

Attack payload Strings expected result of the attack 

‘ The query result is an error 

Or 2=2 The query result is the override of the query                       
restrictions 

‘ Or ‘b’=’b The  query result is the override of the query                             
restrictions 

+connection-id 
-connection-id 

The query result is 0 

+2-2 The query result is 0 

+67-ASCII ('A') The query result is 0 
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To evaluate the code injection attack tool for Experimental results, authors 

created 3 groups of experiments. In the first group, they injected meta-

code into 3 web pages to validate the performance of the attack. In the 

second group, they tested an IDS for databases so they can validate the 

efficiency of the intrusion detection system in the detection of code 

injection attacks that have been injected by the injector. 

In the third group, Authors assessed 2 web page vulnerability scanners 

depending on the ability to detect the code injection vulnerabilities. 

In the experiments, authors used LAMP (Linux, Apache, Mysql and PHP) 

approach. The web server Apache works within the Linux server. Authors 

used three web applications, the first web application is the TikiWiki that 

used to build wiki which is a website that let users to contribute to it using 

adding method or modifying method to its contents). 

The second web application is the PhpBB. PhpBB is a LAMP application, 

and it is used as Open Source forum solutions. 

The third web application is the MyReferences. MyReferences consists of 

thirteen PHP files and it can be used for management of publications such 

as the conference, the title, and the year of publication. 

+51-ASCII (1) The query result is 0 
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The result showed that the approach is effective in code injection attack 

tasks, and the intrusion detection system could detect most of the 

penetration attacks but the approach had a high rate of false positives and 

the code injection vulnerability scanners had some difficulties in detecting 

most of the vulnerabilities of code injected attacks (Fonseca et al., 2009). 

 

2.6  Sanitizing Web Page from Malicious CIAs  

 

Medeiros et al. (2014) proposed a mechanism for correcting vulnerabilities 

in PHP applications and to validate the input vulnerabilities in the web 

page. Bisht and Venkatakrishnan (2008) developed a mechanism to 

defence against XSS attacks by filtering and validating the website’s 

inputs. Sadeghian et al. (2014) proposed a model for detecting and 

escaping a malicious syntax. 

 

2.6.1  Comparison between Commercial Web Sanitisation Tools 

 

In a comparison of commercial web sanitisation tools, Weinberger et al. 

(2011) developed a framework model to sanitise XSS vulnerability in web 

applications. The authors evaluated XSS injection attacks in 14 commercial 

web sanitiser tools. The result shows that, in many instances, the 
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commercial web sanitiser tools do not solve several troubles of the XSS 

vulnerability. When the commercial tools sanitise for many contexts, 

including URI attributes, CSS keywords, and JavaScript string contexts, 

they are more precise than when they sanitise only for HTML tag context. 

The authors showed the analysis of 8 web pages to get the requirements of 

XSS sanitisation from the web pages. The results show a gap between the 

abstractions provided by commercial tools and the requirements of the 

web pages (Weinberger et al., 2011). 

The comparison showed four commercial tools, ClearSilver, Smarty, 

Ctemplate, and Django sanitised emitting untrusted data into a JavaScript 

string. The Ctemplate tool sanitised the data emitted into JavaScript 

outside of the string literal context. None of the tools allowed untrusted 

JavaScript syntax to be emitted into JavaScript contexts. 

  

2.6.2  Sanitising User Input Variables in Web Pages 

  

For sanitising user input variables in web pages, Sadeghian et al. (2014) 

proposed a model to detect and escape malicious syntax. The model can 

sanitise variables that a user enters as inputs in the web page. The 

implementation shows that the authors’ model succeeded in the 

sanitisation of all sorts of HTTP header requests, including Get, Post, and 
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Request. So, it can defend a user from SQL injection attacks with limited 

changes in the original code of the web page. Also, the model is 

implemented as a library that can be inserted in the vulnerable web page 

by calling one line of code (Sadeghian et al., 2014). 

 

2.6.3 Mechanism for Correcting Vulnerabilities in Web Pages 

 

Medeiros et al. (2014) proposed a mechanism for correcting vulnerabilities 

in web pages and a framework to apply the mechanism to PHP 

applications to validate the input vulnerabilities in web pages. The 

framework searches for vulnerabilities by combining two techniques: the 

first technique is called static source code analysis, and the second is data 

mining. Data mining is used for identifying false positives by using a 

machine learning classifier. The combination of these two techniques 

could not obtain a completely correct result because the problem of the 

static analysis is undecidable. The evaluation supposes that the 

framework could detect and correct the vulnerabilities of the classes. The 

experimental setup used a dataset of open source PHP web applications, 

and the framework was executed in the WAP tool. The authors present 

the hybrid of methods to detect vulnerabilities with a lower rate of false 

positives. The hybrid of methods detects vulnerabilities more precisely 
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and automatically corrects the code of the vulnerabilities by modifying the 

HTML code of the web application (Medeiros et al., 2014).  

 

2.6.4  Mechanism to Defence  against  XSS Attacks 

 

Further research, Bisht and Venkatakrishnan (2008) focuses on a defence 

mechanism against Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attack, which is currently 

one of the highest threats to web applications. The mechanism depends on 

input filtering and validation that could prevent XSS attack on the server 

side. They discussed many real world XSS attacks, then they analysed the 

reasons for failure in input filtering mechanisms. The conclusion showed 

that the filtering mechanism benefits only in the first level of defence 

against XSS attack, but it is not effective in preventing many sorts of 

attacks, such as when user input includes a rich content of HTML. So the 

authors proposed XSS-Guard, which is a new tool designed as a 

prevention mechanism against XSS attacks. It works by automatically 

learning a set of scripts that a web page wants to create for HTML 

requests. XSS-Guard has a robust mechanism to identify scripts at the 

server side and removes any scripts in the output (Bisht & 

Venkatakrishnan, 2008). 
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2.7  Identification of Illicit Activities inside the Dark Net 

 

Previous work on the deep web has focused on terrorism-related activities 

such as the promotion of violence and hate speech (Abbasi & Chen, 2007), 

classification of an improvised explosive device (IED) (Chen, 2008) and 

analysis of Extrimist forums (Zhang et al., 2009). 

 

2.7.1  Analysis of Middle-Eastern Extremist Group Forums Comparing 

with American Extremist Group Forums 

 

Abbasi and Chen (2007) presented affect the analysis of Middle-Eastern 

extremist group forums in comparison with American extremist group 

forums which is useful for measuring the presence of violence, and hate 

speech through extremist groups. The authors used lexicon to evaluate the 

level of hate speech and violence. The lexicon facilitates in depth analysis 

of multilingual content. The proposed approach has been evaluated by 

applying it across six-teen Middle-Eastern and American extremists’ 

group forums. The analysis shows that the Middle-Eastern testbed forums 

having higher violence degree than the American extremists’ group 

forums. The authors found by using the testbed that the American and 

Middle-Eastern extremists on deep web forums having same level of hate 
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related affect. The authors built a system for affect analysis across the deep 

web forum. The authors’ techniques can present the affect intensity with 

the relationship analysis to provide a better analysis of multilingual 

discourse affects usage trends, so these techniques can be used for further 

analysis of extremists’ groups across the deep web (Abbasi & Chen, 2007). 

 

2.7.2  Improvised Explosive Device Web Pages 

 

In research on improvised explosive device web pages, Chen (2008) 

presented a framework to classify the improvised explosive device web 

page. Since extremists can spread information about improvised explosive 

device (IED) on the Internet, these web pages interest the police, and the 

intelligence agency for national security reasons. The security 

organization should be able to check and identify the suspicious web sites. 

The classification of IED’s web pages should identify IED web pages with 

a low false positive rate. The authors used a Complex Feature Extractor, 

Extended Feature Representation, and Support Vector Machine learning 

algorithm (SVM). The web pages that containing information about 

improvised explosive device IED have been collected from the deep web. 

The authors examined two classification models: the first one used the 

Extended Feature Set; the second included a subset of the Extended 
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Feature Set with Information Gain Heuristic. The accuracy of the approach 

is around 88%. A testbed of 2,541 web pages was formed using focused 

crawling technique, overcoming issues in site identification, accessibility, 

and structure. The Genre classification of IED related web pages used an 

Extended Feature Set, Complex Feature Extractor, and SVM machine 

learning algorithms. The Information Gain Heuristic was explored for 

feature selection. The accuracy result is around 88% in Genre classification 

of IED related web pages. The Genre classification has been performed on 

the testbed by using 2,541 web pages were been utilized for Genres 

classification, forty material pages with 2,501 discussion have been 

identified by manual categorization using a domain expert (Chen, 2008). 

 

2.7.3  Analysing International Extremist  Forums 

 

Zhang et al. (2009) presented a web forum data integration framework for 

searching and analyzing international extremist  forums, specifically a 

web-based knowledge portal. The web-based multilingual portal and the 

deep web forums portal have been developed based on the authors’ 

methodology. These forums have been selected from seven extremist  

forums. Many functions have been applied by the integrated portal such 

as multilingual translation, social network visualization, forums statistical 
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analysis, forum searching and forum browsing. The forum applied 

functions can be supportive to a user for understanding and utilizing the 

data easily and quickly. The Web 2.0 is presenting as a platform that can 

enable the content generation of a user. The international extremist  group 

can use web forum to spread materials of violence propaganda. The result 

of the authors’ research shows that the deep web forum portal can 

support a user to locate information in effective and quick way (Zhang et 

al., 2009). 

 

2.8  Conclusion 

 

This chapter describes the notations and theories related to checking and 

prevention the vulnerabilities against CIAs, and identification of illicit 

activities on the dark web pages, as well as the step-by-step techniques 

relating to detection against CIAs in web pages. In addition, many 

popular strategies were analysed to allow gaps in the research to be 

determined, providing motivation for the development of a novel strategy 

to address this detriment. The following chapters subsequently present 

techniques in detection and prevention against CIAs and other illicit 

activities inside the dark web. In Chapter3, we present the detecting of 

SQL and XSS Attacks by Using Snort IDS. 
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Chapter 3 

  

Detecting SQL and XSS Injection Attacks 

by Using Snort IDS 

 

3.1 Preamble 

 

In the previous chapter, the thesis presented the methodologies of other 

authors in the detection, protection, checking and sanitisation of web 

vulnerabilities against CIAs; finally it showed the existing studies about 

deep web forums. 

The main goal of this chapter is to outline the detection of SQL and XSS 

injection attacks using Snort intrusion detection system (IDS).This study is 

an update of my previous published research (Alnabulsi et al., 2014). 

Snort IDS is an open source tool that a user can update the source code 

and the Snorts’ rules to achieve the required level of protection in the 

network. The discussion begins with a description of the basic architecture 
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of the Snort module. The proposed Snort rules are described; finally, the 

experimental setup and results are demonstrated. 

 

3.2   Overview of Snort IDS 

 

The Internet has rapidly become an integral part of everyday life and 

society’s reliance on it is expected to continue increasing. However, its 

rapid adoption has also left it susceptible to misuse or abuse. Along with 

the growth of the internet, there has been a dramatic growth in SQL and 

XSS injection attacks. It is a major concern that despite the increasing 

development of IDS (Intrusion Detection System) and antimalware 

services and technologies, the volume of SQL and XSS injection attacks 

continue to grow day by day (Kumar, 2012). Therefore, effective and 

efficient detection techniques are of critical importance to the computer 

user community. Over the last decade, researchers have adopted a wide 

range of solutions to control the SQL and XSS injection attacks (Kumar, 

2012); (Aickelin et al., 2007); (Eckmann, 2001); (Warneck, 2007); (Dabbour 

et al., 2013); (Mookhey and Burghate, 2010); (Howard & LeBlanc, 2003); 

(Deuble, 2012). SQL and XSS injection attacks are the most devastating 

techniques for stealing backend data. It also has been argued that SQL and 

XSS injection attacks come under the top ten security threats in web 
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applications (Howard & LeBlanc, 2003). By using this kind of attack, an 

attacker can get access to the database and steal classified information. 

The concept of IDS initially appeared in James Anderson’s technical report 

in 1980. This first generation IDS could monitor, audit, and log on to the 

attacked computer. The main task was to search the audit logs for 

predefined patterns of suspicious activity. Most IDSs are reliable in 

detecting suspicious actions by evaluating TCP/IP connections or log files. 

When the IDS finds a suspicious action, it creates an alert which contains 

information about the source, target, and preview type of the attack. Snort 

is an effective and popular rule-based Network Intrusion Detection 

System (NIDS) tool to identify intrusion attacks. It is an open-source 

software developed by Martin Roesch, and it uses regular expression-

based rules for intrusion detection. Snort is a packet sniffer that monitors 

network traffic in real time and supports protocols including TCP, UDP, 

IP and ICMP (Aickelin et al., 2007). It verifies each packet closely to detect 

unsafe payload or suspicious anomalies. When suspicious activity is 

identified, Snort immediately generates a real-time alert by logging into 

the alert file, and/or activating a popup window. SQL Injection and XSS 

attacks are the most common and serious web application vulnerabilities 

threatening the privacy and security of both clients and applications 

nowadays (Howard & LeBlanc, 2003).  They cause serious threats to the 
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Internet user community due to their recent dynamic attack patterns (Patil 

et al., 2012).The current IDS are not sufficient to prevent or generate real-

time security alerts to users (Moya, 2009). Wang and Li (2010) have 

investigated how SQL and XSS injection attacks are conducted and how 

hackers use SQL and XSS injection attacks to attack web applications. To 

mitigate this problem, developers have proposed a range of coding 

guidelines that promote defensive coding practices, such as encoding user 

input and validation (Howard & LeBlanc, 2003). Researchers have also 

proposed many CIA detection approaches such as static taint analysis 

(Demšar, 2006) and conolic testing (Kieżun et al., 2009); however, these 

techniques suffer from a high rate of FP (false positive) instances. 

Conversely, there are numerous types of SQL and XSS injection attacks. 

However, researchers are often unaware of the variations, and most of 

their proposed solutions detect a limited subset of SQL and XSS injection 

attacks. Therefore, the challenge for researchers is to develop an active 

defence technique against SQL and XSS injection attacks. This study has 

investigated many alternatives for Snort rules and evaluated their 

performance. This has led to a proposed set of rules for Snort tool. The 

empirical performance shows that this technique outperforms similar 

existing techniques using a similar data set.  

The main phases of this research are threefold: 
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A. To analyse the Snort IDS and propose five different Snort rules. 

B. To apply the proposed Snort rules in our experiment for evaluation. 

C. Apply this approach to the Damn Vulnerable Web Application 

(DVWA) to evaluate the performance. 

 

3.3  Snort Architecture 

 

This section provides the proposed approach based on Snort IDS. 

Previous work (Alnabulsi et al., 2013) has presented the basic architecture 

of Snort modules as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure3.1: Snort Architecture (Alnabulsi et al., 2013). 
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As shown in Figure 3.1, Snort modules perform the following tasks:  

 

A. Packet Capture Module. 

This module is built on the popular packet programming library Libpcap, 

which provides independent access to the packet capture. This facility is a 

high-level interface to capture packets, which is provided by the operating 

system (OS). 

 

B. Decoder Module. 

This module dissects the captured packets into various data structures 

and identifies the links to be checked in the next module, such as 

suspicious connection attempts to some TCP/UDP ports, or if there are too 

many packets sent in a short period of time. 

 

C. Preprocessors. 

Snort preprocessors fall into two categories. They can be used to either 

examine packets for suspicious activity or modify packets, so the next 

module can properly interpret them. The other preprocessors are 

responsible for categorizing traffic, so the next module can accurately 

match signatures. These preprocessors defeat attacks that attempt to 
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evade the Snort detection engine by manipulating traffic patterns. 

 

D. Detection Engine Module. 

This module uses the detection plugins, and matches the packets with 

rules loaded into memory during Snort initialization. 

 

E. Detection Plugins Module. 

The detection plugins module is used to identify patterns; it is located in 

the rules files.  

 

F. Rule Files Module. 

The rule files module consists of text files containing a list of rules with a 

known syntax. The syntax includes protocols, addresses, and some other 

important data. 

 

G. Output Plugins Module. 

This module formats the notifications (alerts, logs) to users, so they can 

access the target locations such as databases, console, and external files 

(Xin-hua and Zhi-jian, 2010). 
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3.4  Proposed Snort Rules 

 

The proposed Snort rules can detect SQL and XSS injection attacks. These 

proposed rules contain many signature characters, namely: [Alert, ), 

Document., IMG, UNION, SELECT, DELETE, INSERT, ?, =], with all of 

their possible hexadecimal values for capital and small letters. 

The proposed rules are: 

 

A. Rule-1 

We propose the third Snort rule to detect every attempt to enter the 

database of a website. Since the web page has a question mark sign “?” in 

its URL, this Snort rule can detect these types of SQL and XSS injection 

queries. The signatures to detect XSS injection attacks are: Alert ), 

Document., IMG, in both capital and small letters. The third Snort rule is: 

alert tcp any any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SQL and XSS Injection 

Attacks -?-"; 

pcre:"/(\%3f)|(/?)[^\n]*((\%41)|(A)|(\%61))((\%49)|(L)|(\%69))((\%45)|

(E)|(\%65))((\%52)|(R)|(\%74))[^\n]*((()|(\%28))[^\n]*((\%44)|(D)|(\%

64))((\%4f)|(O)|(\%6f))((\%43)|(C)|(\63))((\%55)|(U)|(\%75))((\%4d)|(

M)|(\%6d))((\%45)|(E)|(\%65))((\%4e)|(N)|(\%6e))((\%54)|(M)|(\%74

))((\%2e)|(.))[^\n]*((\%49)|(I)|(\%69))((\%4d)|(M)|(\%6d))((\%47)|(G)
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|(\67))/ix"; classtype:web-application-attack; sid:1100; rev:21;). The 

following example shows a vulnerable website with question mark [?] in 

its URL: http://www.unitedpurpose.org/archive/article.php?id=- 

100%20union%20select%20%20%201,2,3,id,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13%20from%2

0chapters%20where%20id=1%20or%201=1— 

If the attacker tries to inject an SQL or XSS syntaxes into the website 

connected to the database system, this Snort rule can identify these types 

of attacks. 

 

B. Rule #2 

The second Snort rule consists of these characters: (UNION, SELECT, 

DELETE, INSERT) with all of their possible hexadecimal values. By using 

the signature ( [^\n]* ) in the second Snort rule, every attack that contains 

the signature  (UNION, SELECT, DELETE, INSERT) can be detected, even 

if there are many characters between these characters (UNION, SELECT, 

DELETE, INSERT). The signatures to detect XSS injection attacks are: Alert 

), Document., IMG, in both capital and small letters. 

Alert tcp any any -> any $HTTP_PORTS (msg:"SQL and XSS Injections – 

Start Attacks2……";  

pcre:"/((((\%55)|(u)|(\%75))((\%4e)|(n)|(\%6e))((\%69)|(i)|(\%49))((\%

6f)|(o)|(\%4f))((\%4e)|(n)|(\%6e)))[^\n]*(((\%73)|(s)|(\%53))((\%65)|(e
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)|(\%45))((\%6c)|(l)|(\%4c))((\%65)|(e)|(\%45))((\%63)|(c)|(\%43))((\

%74)|(t)|(\%54))[^\n]*((\%44)|(d)|(\%64))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%49)|(

l)|(\65))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%54)|(t)|(\%74))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%

49)|(i)|(\%69))((\%53)|(n)|(\%73))((\%53)|(s)|(\73))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65)

)((\%52)|(r)|(\%72))((\%54)|(t)|(\%74))[^\n]*((\%41)|(A)|(\%61))((\%4

9)|(L)|(\%69))((\%45)|(E)|(\%65))((\%52)|(R)|(\%74))[^\n]*((()|(\%28))

[^\n]*((\%44)|(D)|(\%64))((\%4f)|(O)|(\%6f))((\%43)|(C)|(\63))((\%55)

|(U)|(\%75))((\%4d)|(M)|(\%6d))((\%45)|(E)|(\%65))((\%4e)|(N)|(\%6

e))((\%54)|(M)|(\%74))((\%2e)|(.))[^\n]*((\%49)|(I)|(\%69))((\%4d)|(M

)|(\%6d))((\%47)|(G)|(\67))))/i"; classtype: Web-application-attack; 

sid:9397; rev:28;) 

 

C. Rule #3 

The third Snort rule consists of three signature characters (? = UNION) 

with all of their possible hexadecimal values. By using the signature ( 

[^\n]* ) in the third Snort rule, we can detect every attack that contains the 

signature (? = UNION), even if there are many characters between these 

three characters (? = UNION). 

Alert tcp any any -> any $HTTP_PORTS (msg:"SQL, XSS Injection – Start 

Attacks3…… - SQL, XSS"; flow:established, to_server; 

pcre:"/((\?)[^\n]*(\=)[^\n]*((\%55)|(u)|(\%75))((\%4e)|(n)|(\%6e))((\%
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69)|(i)|(\%49))((\%6f)|(o)|(\%4f))((\%4e)|(n)|(\%6e))[^\n]*((\%44)|(d)

|(\%64))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%49)|(l)|(\65))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%5

4)|(t)|(\%74))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%49)|(i)|(\%69))((\%53)|(n)|(\%73)

)((\%53)|(s)|(\73))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%52)|(r)|(\%72))((\%54)|(t)|(\

%74))[^\n]*((\%41)|(A)|(\%61))((\%49)|(L)|(\%69))((\%45)|(E)|(\%65))

((\%52)|(R)|(\%74))[^\n]*((()|(\%28))[^\n]*((\%44)|(D)|(\%64))((\%4f)

|(O)|(\%6f))((\%43)|(C)|(\63))((\%55)|(U)|(\%75))((\%4d)|(M)|(\%6d)

)((\%45)|(E)|(\%65))((\%4e)|(N)|(\%6e))((\%54)|(M)|(\%74))((\%2e)|(.

))[^\n]*((\%49)|(I)|(\%69))((\%4d)|(M)|(\%6d))((\%47)|(G)|(\67)))/i"; 

classtype: Web-application-attack; sid:9397; rev:28;)  

The drawback of the third Snort rule is the speed. The implementation of 

the third Snort rule is slow because it contains the “PCRE” in its detection 

code. To improve the speed in the detection process, we need to use 

“content” or “uricontent” with the “PCRE” in the Snort code. The 

thirdSnort rule after adding “uricontent” with “PCRE” is as follows: alert 

tcp any any -> any $HTTP_PORTS (msg:"SQL, XSS Injection – Start 

Attacks4…… "; flow:established, to_server; uricontent:"?"; uricontent:"="; 

uricontent:"union"; nocase; 

pcre:"/((\?)[^\n]*(\=)[^\n]*((\%55)|(u)|(\%75))((\%4e)|(n)|(\%6e))((\%

69)|(i)|(\%49))((\%6f)|(o)|(\%4f))((\%4e)|(n)|(\%6e))[^\n]*((\%44)|(d)

|(\%64))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%49)|(l)|(\65))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%5
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4)|(t)|(\%74))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%49)|(i)|(\%69))((\%53)|(n)|(\%73)

)((\%53)|(s)|(\73))((\%45)|(e)|(\%65))((\%52)|(r)|(\%72))((\%54)|(t)|(\

%74))[^\n]*((\%41)|(A)|(\%61))((\%49)|(L)|(\%69))((\%45)|(E)|(\%65))

((\%52)|(R)|(\%74))[^\n]*((()|(\%28))[^\n]*((\%44)|(D)|(\%64))((\%4f)

|(O)|(\%6f))((\%43)|(C)|(\63))((\%55)|(U)|(\%75))((\%4d)|(M)|(\%6d)

)((\%45)|(E)|(\%65))((\%4e)|(N)|(\%6e))((\%54)|(M)|(\%74))((\%2e)|(.

))[^\n]*((\%49)|(I)|(\%69))((\%4d)|(M)|(\%6d))((\%47)|(G)|(\67)))/i"; 

classtype: Web-application-attack; sid:9397; rev:28;). 

 

3.5  Experimental Setup 

 

The proposed Snort rules have been used in an experiment to classify their 

effectiveness. The following subsection describes the experiment. 

 

A. Dataset 

We used our own dataset collected from diverse websites; our dataset 

consists of vulnerable websites and invulnerable websites. In our dataset, 

we used 88 examples of SQL and XSS injection attacks and 115 bengin 

websites. The invulnerable and vulnerable website examples are detailed 

in the publication (Alnabulsi et al., 2014) and the remainder was collected 

by us. 
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B. Experiments 

The experiment summarizes of the major steps to accomplish the result. 

Snort tool was used with Linux operating system, and DVWA (Damn 

Vulnerable Web Application) which is a web server for testing, to detect 

SQL and XSS injection attacks. Malicious SQL and XSS syntaxes were 

inserted into the vulnerable web server, which was built using DVWA. 

This was then used to check whether or not the Snort rules can detect the 

SQL and XSS injection attacks.  

 

C. Results 

By reducing the count of the signature characters in the Snort rule, it may 

reduce the value of the false positive rate (false alarm). 

Table 3.1 shows the testing results of our experiment. It showed that the 

proposed Snort rule 3 has the best result compared to other rules. The 

recall rate is 1 for all Snort, while the false negative is 0for all Snort rules. 

Precision = Positive Predictive Value =TP / (TP+FP) = P 

Recall = True Positive Rate = Sensitivity =TP / (TP+FN) = R 
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Table 3.1: Experimental Results 

Rule 
Number 

False 
Positive 

False 
Negative 

Precision Rate Recall Rate 

Rule 1 18 0 0.8301 1 

Rule 2 5 0 0.9462 1 

Rule 3 0 0 1 1 

 

3.6  Results 

 

In this chapter, three Snort rules were presented to detect SQL and XSS 

injection attacks. We demonstrated the Snort rules by using our own built 

dataset, and showed the results in Table 3.1. Table 3.1 showed an 

improvement in the performance in terms of precision and recall, in 

particular, the precision and recall rates of rule 3 is 1. The second Snort 

rule also has a high precision rate which is 0.9462, and the recall rate is 1. 

Snort rules 1, 2 and 3 have some false positive instances. However, the 

false negative instances of Snort rules 1, 2, and 3 are zero. The drawback of 

Snort rules 1 and 2 is slow processing due to the presence of the “PCRE” 

character in its code. 

 

3.6.1 Comparison with Similar Existing Techniques 

  

Table 3.2 shows the comparative study with other works in terms of 
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precision and recall rates. 

 

 Table 3.2: Summary Table for Comparison Study 

Existing works  Precision Rate Recall Rate 

Dabbour, el at. (2013) 0.1921 1 

Deuble A., (2012)  0.9545 0.9545 

Warneck, (2007) 0.1372 1 

Mookhey and Burghate (2010) 0.1941 1 

Veerman, el at. (2012) 0.0208 1 

Our first Snort Rule 0.8301 1 

Our second Snort Rule 0.9462 1 

Our third Snort Rule 1 1 

 

Table 3.2 shows that the proposed rules outperform the similar existing 

techniques, and justify the scalability of the proposed rules. The recall 

rates of the other approaches are low compared with the proposed Snort 

rules except for the Deuble (2012) approach. Snort IDS is used in this 

study, because of Snort is an open source tool that a user can change the 

source code or rules of the Snort program to be compatible with his/ her 

needs. 
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3.7  Conclusion 

 

The results show a significant improvement in the performance of 

detecting SQL and XSS injection attacks. In one case, the proposed Snort 

rule 3 performed 100% success in detection of SQL and XSS injection 

attacks and a zero false positive (false alarm), while the other Snort rules 

also presented precise values of precision and recall rates in comparison 

with other existing approaches.  
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Chapter 4 
 

 

 

Defence against Buffer Over-Flow Attacks 

 

 
4.1  Preamble 

 
 

In the previous chapter, Snort tool was implemented through the 

development of SQL and XSS injection rules. A complete description of 

the Snort rules related to the detection of SQL and XSS injection attacks 

was provided, and steps were individually explained. Finally, the results 

showed the efficiency of the developed Snort rules. 

 

Throughout this chapter, a modified version of the CFI (Control Flow 

Integrity) as well as CPM (Code Pointer Masking) techniques is designed 

and developed, and an investigation is undertaken to determine why the 

CFI and CPM are having drawbacks. Therefore, the new architectures are 

built to overcome these drawbacks. Also in this chapter, descriptions of 
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the Counter Matrix and Multiplexer techniques are presented, and these 

techniques are evaluated alongside popular strategies. Finally, the results 

and discussion analyse the benefits of the new modified versions (Counter 

Matrix and Multiplexer techniques). 

 

4.2  Existing Approaches against Buffer Over-Flow Attacks 

 

Code injection attack is a malicious activity whereby a malware code is 

placed by a hacker in the memory of a system, either to cause damage to 

the system, spy on the user or steal the user’s information. The attacker 

tries to take control of the program flow using code injection attacks to 

change the return address of shell code. An example of a code injection 

attack is stack-based buffer overflow, which overwrites the return 

address. In addition, more advanced techniques exist, such as indirect 

pointer overwrites, and heap-based buffer overflows, where a code 

pointer can be overwritten to divert the execution control to the attacker’s 

shell code. According to the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST 2013) (Philippaerts et al., 2013), code injection attack 

represents a high priority of all types of vulnerabilities, and it must be 

mitigated. According to NIST 9.86 % of attacks are buffer overflow which 

is exceeded by both SQL injection attacks and XSS attacks at 16.54 % and 
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14.37% respectively (Philippaerts et al., 2013). 

Many countermeasure techniques are available against code injection 

attacks but each has limitations. Below, we describe them briefly: 

 

1. StackGuard: In this technique, a canary secret value is placed between 

the buffer and the return address. Thus when an intruder tries to change 

the return address in the victim program, StackGuard detects these 

changes. As the canary value is a random 32-bit wide, it is very hard for 

an attacker to guess the value of the canary. The canary value is usually 

chosen at the time when a program starts. Four types of canaries are used: 

Random Canary, Random XOR Canary, Null Canary, Terminator Canary 

(Etoh & Yoda, 2000); (Cowan et al., 2005); (Silberman & Johnson, 2004). 

One limitation of StackGuard is that this technique does not work well 

when indirect pointer overwrite attacks occur. In this type of attack, the 

attacker overwrites an unprotected pointer and then inserts a value in the 

stack. Whenever, the application changes, the pointer overwrites the value 

with the integer; the attacker writes a random value in any location in the 

memory by manipulating the pointer and the integer. Thus, the attacker 

can write any value over the return address of the stack. A further 

limitation is that StackGuard technique is incompatible with the Linux 

kernel (Philippaerts et al. 2011); (Richarte, 2002); (Cowan et al., 2005). 
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2. Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR): This technique is used 

to protect the system from buffer overflow attacks. It works by 

randomizing the base address of structures such as the heap, stack, and 

libraries, making it hard for an attacker to find injected shell code in the 

system memory. Also, if the attacker succeeds in overwriting a code 

pointer, the attacker does not know where to point it (Bhatkar et al., 2003). 

Windows Vista provides Address Space Layout Randomization on a per 

image basis, so any executable images which have a PE header, such as 

(.dll or .exe) can be used in Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) 

(Whitehoue, 2007). 

Limitation of the Address Space Layout Randomization countermeasure 

is that an attacker may use a new technique called heap-spraying. With 

this technique, the attacker fills the heaps with many copies of the 

malicious shell code and then jumps to any location in the memory. This 

operation gives the attacker a high probability of accessing his shell code 

in memory (Philippaerts et al., 2011). However, Address Space Layout 

Randomization is not effective against exploit code for the single flaw, nor 

for brute force attack (Shacham et al., 2004) 

 

3. Memory Management Unit Access Control Lists (MMU ACLs): This 

countermeasure allows applications to mark memory pages as non-
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executable memory, and is supported by Control Processing Units (CPUs). 

In this technique, memory semantic consists of three components: the first 

component separates readable and writable pages; the second component 

makes stack, heap, anonymous mapping, and mark memory pages as 

non-executable memory; the third enforces ACL (Access Control List), 

which is a set of data that informs the operating system (OS) about 

permissions, access rights, and privileges (read, write, and execute) for 

users in the computer system object (Webopedia, 2014), and controls the 

operation of converting the non-executable memory to executable 

memory and vice versa or denying the conversion (Philippaerts et al., 

2013); (Silberman & Johnson, 2004). 

However, the MMU ACLs are not supported by some processors, as the 

technique breaks applications which expect the heap or stack to be 

executable. It is possible that an attacker injects a crafted fake stack, and 

then an application will unwind the fake stack instead of the original 

calling stack. The attacker then directs the processor to an arbitrary 

function in program code or library, and it is also possible that the 

attacker marks the memory where he injected his shell code as executable 

and jumps to it (Philippaerts et al., 2013). 

 

4. StackShield was developed from StackGuard to protect against stack-
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smashing attacks, and exploitation of stack-based buffer overflows. This 

technique applies a random secret canary value. This technique is 

comparatively better, however, it cannot protect against indirect pointer 

overwriting attacks (Richarte, 2002); (Youna et al., 2006). 

 

5. Control Flow Integrity (CFI): This technique provides a good 

guarantee against code injection attacks. It determines a control flow 

graph for every program, and to each control flow destination of a control 

flow transfer, it gives a unique ID. The CFI will know if there are code 

injection attacks by comparing the destination ID with expected ID before 

transferring the control flow to the destination; if they are not equal, the 

application will be killed. Otherwise, the program will proceed as normal. 

In comparison with other countermeasures CFI is considered very slow 

(Abadi et al. 2006); (Philippaerts et al., 2011). 

 

6. Code Pointer Masking (CPM) is another countermeasure against code 

injection attacks. CPM does not detect memory corruption or prevent 

overwriting code pointer, but it makes it harder for an attacker to make a 

successful code injection attack. It provides a mask to every return address 

and function pointer of the program and masks the global offset table. The 

masking operation relies on logic operations, such as OR, AND operations 
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to prevent code injection in the memory of the system (Philippaerts et al., 

2013). The limitation of CPM (Code Pointer Masking) is that it does not 

completely guarantee protection against code injection attacks. 

Our key idea relies on the multiplexing technique to preserve the exact 

return code to ensure the integrity of program execution trace of shell 

code. This technique also maintains a FIFO (first in first out) queue to 

defeat the conflict state when multiple caller methods make a call 

simultaneously. 

To alleviate the aforementioned problems with the existing 

countermeasures, we propose a technique which relies on the multiplexer 

technique. This preserves the exact return code to ensure the integrity of 

program execution trace of shell code. As each method has a particular ID, 

by using the Multiplexer method an attacker will not be able to divert the 

return address to the attacker’s shell code. This technique also maintains a 

FIFO (first in first out) queue to defeat the conflict state when multiple 

caller methods make a call simultaneously. The proposed technique has 

some similarity with the CFI; however, it addresses the main problem of 

the CFI, which is being slow. 
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4.3 Our Proposed Approaches against Buffer Over-Flow Attacks 

 

In the proposed approaches, we propose two different approaches to 

protect against code injection attacks. The first approach is Multiplexer 

approach, which can protect the return address of each legitimate method, 

residing in a non-writable memory location. In our second approach, we 

apply a matrix to keep the number of 1s of return addresses of each 

legitimate method, and later we compare it with the calling method for 

similarity testing. The following subsections describe our approaches in 

detail. 

 

4.3.1  Multiplexer Approach 

 

In this approach, we apply a software module called MUX_App and every 

method in the system must call the MUX_App to get its return address. 

Each legitimate method is provided with a unique ID and will have its 

own return address. Our assumption is to keep MUX_App in a memory 

location which is non-writable. As a result, the MUX_App remains 

protected from attackers diverting the program execution (Figure 4.1). 

We provided a queue (first-in-first-out) to the Multiplexer technique to 

manage calling operations to prevent multiple calls for the Multiplexer 
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technique at the same time. Therefore, this will give protection from code 

injection attacks and improve speed significantly compared to the CFI 

technique. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Multiplexer with the return address of the method 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the assembly code for the CFI method. Note that the 

code contains a comparison operation (cmp [ecx], 12345678h), which 

makes the CFI method slower compared to the proposed Multiplexer 

approach. 
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Figure 4.2: CFI low-level language code (Abadi et al., 2006) 

 

The policy of our methodology is that the software execution must follow 

the path of a Control Flow Graph (CFG) which we determined ahead of 

time as shown in Figure 3. The definition of Control Flow Graph (CFG) is 

a representation by using graph notation, of all paths that might be 

traversed through a program during its execution. The CFG can be 

defined by analysing source code, or execution profile (Abadi et al., 2006); 

(Wikipedia, 2014). Our methodology is based on CFG; it can be enforced 

in software as shown in Figure 4.3. CFG is very similar to CFI in 

execution; it prevents an attacker from diverting code execution, by 

diverting to static return addresses using a multiplexer for every return 
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address and every static application program. Therefore, attackers cannot 

divert the code execution to their shell code, as shown in Figure 4.4. The 

figure shows that an attacker tries to divert the execution method, M1, by 

calling it from an attacker’s method M2, but when method M1 calls the 

multiplexer to get its return address then the attacker fails because the 

multiplexer gives the right return address (M1) to method M1. 

The difference between our methodology and CFI is that our execution is 

faster because it diverts the return address methods immediately by using 

the Multiplexer technique that contains static return addresses for every 

method, but the CFI is working by comparing the ID of the destination 

with the expected ID, and if they are not equal, the program will be killed, 

but if they are equal the program proceeds as normal, as shown in Figure 

4.2. The comparing operation takes a longer time than our methodology 

(Philippaerts et al., 2013). Figure 4.5 illustrates how the attacker can 

successfully inject shell code in a process. 
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Figure 4.3: CFG control flow graph 
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Figure 4.4: An attacker tries to divert the execution to a shell code 
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Figure 4.5: Example 1 
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Example 1: 

Consider two caller methods, M1 and M2, and a call method M. During 

the compilation the system knows the return addresses of M, say 0 × 0B3F 

(0000101100111111) for method M1, and 0 × 0A99 (0000101010011001) for 

method M2. The mask can be calculated by performing bitwise logical OR 

operations of the two return addresses. Therefore, the final mask is 

calculated as 0 × 0BBF (0000101110111111). As a result, bitwise logical 

AND operation between the final mask and a return address produces the 

same return address. On the other hand, an invalid return address does 

not produce the same return address after AND operation with the final 

mask. This is a basic technique to identify an incorrect or malicious return 

address (Philippaerts et al., 2013). 

However, this technique fails to protect the system all the time. For 

instance, assume a malicious method M3 calls the method M. Assume the 

return address of M3 is 0001101100111111. In this case, the bitwise logical 

AND operation 0000101110111111 && 0001101100111111 does not 

produce 0001101100111111. Therefore, the method M3 will be detected as 

malicious. On the other hand, consider another malicious method M4 for 

which the return address is 0000100000111111. Performing a logical 

bitwise AND operation between the final mask and the return address 
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does produce the correct return address 0000100000111111 && 

0000101110111111 = 0000100000111111. Therefore, the method M4 

increases the false negative instance. 

 

4.3.2  Counter Matrix Approach 

 

To improve the possibility of identifying a malicious method, our 

proposed solution uses the same masking technique (Philippaerts et al., 

2013) after an additional phase, called Counter Matrix, counting 1s of the 

return addresses. In this bit counting, the process numbers of ones (1s) are 

counted and compared with the return address, as shown in the following 

algorithm: 

   

 

 

For example, the return addresses of M1, M2 have 6 and 10 one-bits 

respectively. Therefore M4, M5 could not call M3 because the number of 

ones is 7 and 3 respectively, and the operation process will kill. 

After the counting operation, if the code injection attack is not detected, 

then a mask operation will be done by using OR operation with return 
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address methods that are M3, then AND operation will be conducted with 

every return address method of M3. Therefore, our method will improve 

the time because it kills the operation if the counting operation detects 

differences in the count of ones for each method, and it will ensure 

security. The security is enhanced because the masking operation (CPM) 

is conducted after the counting operation. However, if there is still a small 

space for the attacker to pass his attack, then it will fail because we use the 

two techniques together (Counter of Ones and CPM techniques). 

Therefore, more time in execution is not needed because, if the first 

technique (Counter of 1s technique) detects an attack operation, it will kill 

the operation without executing the second technique (CPM technique).  

Here we explain example 2 with Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Example 2 

Example 2: 

Consider a method M which is being called by two other methods M1 and 

M2. The mask of M is calculated by performing logical bitwise OR 

operation of the return addresses of M1 and M2. 
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Thus, Masking M = 10101000 OR 10011000 = 10111000. 

We consider a method M3, which contains malicious code and this 

method wants to call M. 

When the AND operation is conducted with the return address of M3 

(11011011) with the making code 10111000, we will not get the same 

return address value of M3 (11011011); thus, the attacker cannot continue 

the attack, and cannot divert the return address of method M into the shell 

code in memory and cannot execute it because the application will kill. 

Figure 4.6 illustrates an example of masking failure if we suppose that M4 

is a malicious code that wants to call the method M. 

When we do the AND operation of the return address of M4 with the 

mask of M, the result will be the same value as the return address of M4, 

so the application will continue. 

Therefore if we apply our technique in this problem it will count the 

number of 1s for every return address that has called method M. In this 

example it is 3 (1s), and in the return address of M4 it is 4, and for M3 it is 

6. 

By applying this technique the application will kill because the number of 

(1s) of M3 and M4 are not equal to 3 (1s). 

Figure 4.7 shows our proposed algorithm of Multiplexer methodology 

with its time execution. 
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Figure 4.7: Algorithm of Multiplexer methodology with its time execution 

The total execution time for Multiplexer methodology equals O(1) + O(1) + 

O(1) + O(1) + O(1) => O(1) as shown in Figure 4.7. Our algorithm of 

counter methodology with its time execution is illustrated in Figure 4.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Algorithm of counter methodology with its time execution 
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The execution time the counter methodology according to Figure 8 is O(N) 

+ O(N) + O(1) + O(1) + …. + O(1) = O(2 N). Figure 4.9 shows the assembly 

code for the counter methodology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: The assembly code for counter methodology (Pattis, 2014) 
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Figure 4.9 also shows the implementation of the Counter Matrix 

technique, which requires 21 assembly instructions. Although the 

implementation of the proposed technique requires a few extra 

instructions, the proposed technique detects more anomalies than the 

CPM technique. This is because the proposed technique uses parity 

checking in addition to the masking technique. 

Figure 4.10 shows the C code for the quicksort algorithm to illustrate our 

Multiplexer methodology; this function code returns the median value of 

an array of integers (Abadi et al., 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Quicksort algorithm (Abadi et al., 2009). 

 

 The time complexity of the quicksort algorithm is O (N*log N) (Stack over 

flow, 2014). Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show assembly codes of the 

quicksort algorithm, quicksort with CFI, and quicksort with our 

Multiplexer technique respectively. 
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Figure 4.11: Quicksort assembly code (Abadi et al., 2009). 

The Quicksort (Qsort) algorithm code is vulnerable as shown in Figure 

4.11. Figure 4.12 shows the assembly code of Qsort with CFI. If an attacker 

overwrites the comparison function cmp before it is passed to Qsort, the 
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attacker can exploit this point to divert the execution to his shell code 

when the Qsort method calls the corrupted comparison function cmp. 

This has been labeled as X in Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. 

The Qsort with CFI assembly code in Figure 12 includes ID checks before 

call instructions; therefore, CFI methodology will prevent the exploiting 

Qsort code from an attacker, because the ID checks will happen before call 

instructions and this prevents any exploitation of calling instructions in 

the code. 

Figure 4.13 shows Qsort with Multiplexer methodology that will protect 

from attacks because when call function has happened, an attacker has 

changed the return address of the method. Therefore, the next instruction 

is to get the return address from the multiplexer (prefetchnta 

[AABCCDEEh]: line 5 in Figure 4.13) which means to go to this location in 

memory to get the return address of the method. As a result, the 

Multiplexer technique can protect from attacks in the same way as the CFI 

technique, with an ability to reduce the execution time (Abadi et al., 2009). 
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Figure 4.12: Quicksort assembly code with CFI (Abadi et al., 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Quicksort assembly code with Multiplexer methodology 

(Abadi et al., 2009). 
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4.4  Complexity Analysis Between CFI, Multiplexer Methodologies and 

CPM, Counter Matrix Methodologies 

 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the Multiplexer methodology has only 11 lines 

of code * (N time) instead of 12 lines * (N time) of code in the CFI 

methodology, which reduces the execution time. Table 4.1 shows the 

complexity analysis between the Multiplexer, CFI, Counter Matrix, and 

CPM. The Multiplexer and Counter Matrix methodologies give better 

results compare to CFI, and CPM methodologies. 

  

Table 4.1: Complexity analysis between CFI, Multiplexer, CPM, and 

Counter Matrix methodologies. 

 Execution time Protection Lines of code 
    

CFI 
O(n) * (N 

time) = O(2n) No vulnerability 
15 lines of code* (N 

time) 
    

Multiplexer 
O(1) * (N 

time) = O(n) No vulnerability 
11 lines of code* (N 

time) 
    

CPM NA Good protection NA 
    

Counter Matrix 

O(2n), or O(2n) + 
CPM 

execution time 

It uses two approaches 
together 

(Counter methodology 
and CPM methodology) 

21 * (N time) + CPM’s 
line of    code 
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4.5  Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, we propose two approaches to defence against the buffer 

overflow attacks. The first methodology is Counter Matrix, which 

augments ‘1’ bit counting to modify the Masking Code Pointer (CPM) 

(Philippaerts et al., 2013). 

The augmentation technique improves the probability of identifying 

malicious code compared to CPM. The Counter Matrix technique is more 

protective without increasing the time complexity. 

The second methodology is the Multiplexer technique, which is developed 

from the Control Flow Integrity (CFI); however, the execution time of the 

Multiplexer technique is faster than the CFI technique. The time 

complexity of the Multiplexer technique is O(n), whereas the time 

complexity of the CFI technique is O(2n). 
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Chapter 5 

  

 

GMSA: Gathering Multiple Signatures 

Approach to Defend against Code 

Injection Attacks 

 

5.1  Preamble 

 

In the previous chapter, the Multiplexer technique was implemented 

through the development of a strategy known as the CFI technique. The 

Counter Matrix technique was also implemented through the development 

of a strategy called the masking operation (CPM). Complete descriptions of 

the parameters related to Multiplexer and Counter Matrix techniques were 

also provided, the architecture of the Multiplexer and Counter Matrix 

techniques were shown, and steps were individually explained. Finally, the 
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results showed the efficiency of the Multiplexer and Counter Matrix 

techniques. 

Throughout this chapter, a new CIAs detection version called “Gathering 

Multiple Signatures Approach (GMSA)” is designed and developed, and an 

investigation is undertaken to determine the taxonomy of CIAs. As in the 

previous chapter, a description of the GMSA is presented and evaluated 

alongside popular strategies. Finally, the results and discussion analyse the 

benefits of the GMSA. 

 

5.2  Methods of Attacks 

 

Cyber security is an essential issue in retaining the overall reliability of 

Internet operations. Data injections are the most critical cyber security 

attacks. Attack detection is the main approach employed to minimise the 

damage that may result from cyber-attacks (Hamedani et al. 2018). Most 

servers’ data is published on the Internet and some of that data can be 

accessed by authorized users and also hidden from other users who do 

not have the required authorization. An authorized user can obtain access 

to the system’s database by inserting his or her username and password 

into the system; then the system checks if the username and password are 

correct or not. An attacker gets access to the information on the database 
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of the web page by using methods of attack such as the CIA (Qbea'h et al., 

2016). Examples of CIA include SQL injection attack, XSS attack, Shell 

injection attack, and File Inclusion attack which consists of LFI and RFI.  

The following examples illustrate these methods of attack. Firstly, SQL 

injection attacks occur when a hacker inserts an SQL command into a 

database’s system of a web page. A hacker may then enter a database’s 

system as a legitimate user or administrator and can make many 

modifications to the database such as inserting, altering, or deleting. 

Secondly, XSS attacks happen when a hacker inserts an XSS script into a 

web page by entering the script into a dialogue box on a web page. 

Thirdly, Shell injection attacks may be inserted into a system’s software 

for executing Shell commands. This type of attack derives its name from 

Unix Shell. The aim of Shell injection attacks is to execute a Shell 

command so that an operating system is infected. Fourthly, Remote File 

Inclusion (RFI) attacks occur when a user downloads and executes a 

remote file on a web page. The remote file takes the form of HTTP or FTP 

on a web page (Wikipedia, 2017a). The technique of the GMSA framework 

is to detect signatures that an attacker could use when attempting a code 

injection attack.  

Code injection attacks are currently the most widely used hacking 

methods (Choudhary & Dhore, 2012). In recent years web applications 
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have become the preferred target of attackers. During these attacks, 

hackers damage company websites by stealing important information and 

deleting datasets (Fonseca et al., 2009). Compounding this problem is the 

fact that current research has difficulty addressing issues of CIA; such as, 

protection using precision detection results with a low false positive rate 

against various kinds of CIA (see (Zhao & Ahn, 2013); (Priyaa & Devi, 

2016); (Sharadqeh et al., 2012)). In this chapter, we aim to investigate 

evasion techniques of CIAs and build a novel algorithm for detecting 

them. We present a new technique for precision detection of cybercrime 

threats, with a low rate of false alarms and to enhance cyber security on 

the internet. This can be done by providing a protection methodology to 

protect websites from CIAs (Alazab & Khresiat, 2016); (Alnabulsi et al., 

2014). 

This chapter presents the GMSA for detecting code injection attacks which 

will detect the signatures that an attacker could leave when attempting 

such an attack. We will use a multiple signatures technique in the GMSA 

method to gather information about the attacker. The experimental 

evidence shows that the GMSA method generates significant results 

compared to previous methods described in the literature.   
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5.3  Taxonomy of CIAs 

 

The following taxonomy illustrates the methods used by hackers to insert 

each of the four major types of CIA, so we can reach a conclusion about 

the best way to address these attacks.  The four major types of CIA are 

XSS attacks, SQL injection attacks, Shell injection attacks (Command 

injection attacks), and File Inclusion attacks (RFI, LFI). 

 

A.  XSS Attacks 

XSS is an important type of CIA and it is one in which malicious scripts 

are injected into a target website’s code. XSS attacks happen when a 

hacker sends a malicious code through a web application in the form of a 

web browser to another user. 

This subsection indicates the different methods of writing XSS attacks, and 

the dataset of XSS attacks is summarized in Table 5.1 (OWASP, 2017). It 

depicts the signatures of XSS so that XSS attacks can be detected. 

 

Table 5.1: Different methods of writing XSS attacks 

 XSS Type XSS Example 

1. We can use a JavaScript 
“Alert” method to create an 

XSS or a Cookie alerts. 

<Script> alert(‘xss attacks’)</Script> 
<Script>alert(Document.cookie)</Script> 
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2. Using the JavaScript directive 
for image XSS. 

<img SRC="javascript:Alert('xss attack');"> 
<IMG 

Src="www.Shelypamer.com/content/image/1
999/92/hackcompress.jpg"> 

3. Case Insensitive of XSS 
Attacks. 

Does not matter whether the 
letters are Upper or  Lower 

case. 

<ScRiPt>….</sCrIpT> 
<img src=JavaScRipt:Alert('xss atacks')> 

4. HTML Entities. 
The quotation mark (“ ”) is 

required for XSS attack to run 
the code. 

<Img Src=JavaScript:Alert("XSS attack")> 
<a 

onmouseover="alert(document.cookie)">xxs 
attack link</a> 

5. fromCharCode 
We can utilise a 

Sting.fromCharCode() in 
Javascript to create any sort 

of XSS injection. 

<Img 
Src=JavaScript:Alert(String.fromCharCode(88,

83,83))> 
<SCRIpT>Alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83

))</SCRIpT> 

6. Default SRC tag to check the 
domain of SRC. 

<Img sRC= # OnMouseOver="Alert('XSS 
attack')"> 

We can use the 
IMG/onmouse-over function 

without #. 

<iMG SrC= onMouseOver="Alert('XSS 
attack')"> 

We can use the 
IMG/onmouse-over function 

also without SRC. 

<Img OnmouseOver="Alert('xxsattack ')"> 

7. On Error XSS Alert. <iMG SRc=/ 
OnError="Alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,8

3))"></IMg> 

 We can add JavaScript alert 
encode with IMG OnError 

 

<Img Src=/ 
OnError="&#0000106&#0000097&#0000118
&#0000097&#0000115&#0000099&#000011
4&#0000105&#0000112&#0000116&#00000
58&#0000097&#0000108&#0000101&#0000
114&#0000116&#0000040&#0000039&#000
0088&#0000083&#0000083&#0000039&#00

00041"> 
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8. Encoding by using HTML 
decimal characters. 

 

img 
src=&#106;&#97;&#118;&#97;&#115;&#99;&
#114;&#105;&#112;&#116;&#58;&#97;&#10

8;&#101;&#114;&#116;&#40; 
&#39;&#88;&#83;&#83;&#39;&#41;> 

9. We may use embedded tabto 
break the line code of XSS. 

<IMG SRC="Jav ascript:alert('XSS attack ');"> 

By using the Space code 
(&#x09) inside the script. 

<Img Src="Jav&#x09;aScript:Alert('XSS attack 
');"> 

By inserting newline inside 
the script. By using: 13 

(carriage return, 0C ASCII), 10 
(newline, 0A ASCII), and 09 

(horizontal tab) to break the 
line code of XSS. 

<IMG SRC="Jav&#x0A;ascript:alert('XSS 
attack ');"> 

10. Input Image. <Input Type="Image" 
Src="Javascript:Alert('XSS attack');"> 

11. Body Image. <Body BackGround="Javascript:alert('XSS 
attack')"> 

<Body OnLoad=Alert(Document.Cookie)> 
<Body OnLoad =ALERT('xss attack')> 

12. Using Img DynSrc, Img 
LowSrc. 

<img Dynsrc="javascript:alert('xss attack ')">. 
<Img LOWSRC="javascript:alert('xss attack 

')"> 

13. 
 

VBScript in XSS attack. 
We can use VBScript in XSS 
code, instead of Javascript. 

<Img Src='VBScript:MsgBox("xss attack")'> 

14. Svg Object Tag. <Svg/OnLoad=Alert('xss attack')> 

15. We may use XSS injection in 
PHP script, bydemanding to 

download PHP onto 
theserver. 

<? echo('<SCRIPT>’); 
echo('IPT>Alert("XSS attack")</SCRIPT>'); ?> 

16. Style tag with broken up the 
Javascript code. 

<STyLE>@IM\PORT'\JA\VASC\RIPT:ALERT("xs
s attack")'; </STyLE>. 

 

17. We can use XSS injection Document.Write("<IMG 
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These types of XSS attacks can be written using the five different 

techniques described below. These techniques enable us to determine the 

specific signatures of XSS attacks. We include these signatures in the 

GMSA methodology section. 

 

1) URL Encoding 

Most hackers utilise the URL Encoding method. The following is an 

example of a XSS attack statement before and after encoding: XSS attack 

statement before encoding: 

<img src = JavaScript: Alert ('xss attack')> 

XSS attack statement after encoding: %3Cimg%20src%3D 

JavaScript%3AAlert ('xss attack')%3E.  

 

2) UTF-8 Representation in XML 

without “Alert” signature. 
In the previous XSS script 

example, most XSS injection 
scripts are using the ’Alert’ 

command; however, here is 
an example of using XSS 

injection without employing 
the ‘Alert’ command. 

SRC=HTTP://website/steal-
cookies?a="+Document.Cookie+" />") 

Document.Body.InnerHTML="Owned:"+Docu
ment.Cookie 

<IMG SRC=X OnError= Confirm 
(String.fromCharCode (88,83,83))> 
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UTF-8 Representation in XML is a popular encoding technique (Vela & 

Lindsay, 2017).  

Here is an example:  

XSS script before encoding: <img src= JavaScript: Alert ('xss attack')> 

XSS script after encoding:   

<img src = &#106;&#97;&#118;&#97;&#115;&#99;&#114;&#105; 

&#112;&#116;&#58;&#97;&#108;&#101;&#114;&#116;&#40;&#39;&#88;&#83

;&#83;&#39;&#41;> 

 

3) Hexadecimal Representation in XML  

An example of XSS attack before encoding: <Img Src=JavaScript: Alert(‘xss 

attack’)> 

XSS attack after encoding: <Img Src= 

&#x6A&#x61&#x76&#x61&#x73&#x63&#x72&#x69&#x70&#x74&#x3A&#x

61&#x6C&#x65&#x72&#x74&#x28&#x27&#x58&#x53&#x53&#x27&#x29>(

Nadiammai & Hemalatha, 2014). 

 

4) HTML Entities 

Some characters are reserved in HTML, such as the symbol “ can be 

represented as &quot; the symbol < can be represented as &lt, and the 

symbol & can be represented as &amp. Here is an example:  
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Original XSS attack statement: <img   src = JavaScript:Alert(“xss attack”)>. 

XSS attack statement after using HTML Entities: <img src=JavaScript: 

Alert(&quot;xss attack&quot;)>.  

 

5) Inserting Comments in between a Query 

We use these comment strings to evade signature detection, by using the 

C syntax of /* to start the comment, and */ to end the comment line. For 

example: “< /a Style= X:EXPRE/****/SSION ( netsparker (0xXXXXXX))>”.  

The normal word “expression” is divided by the comment symbol “/**/” 

(Alnabulsi et al., 2014).Consequently, the results of XSS attacks signatures 

to detect the XSS attacks are: alert (, document., cookie, body, write, IMG, 

SRC, onmouseover, onerror, &#. 

The "Alert" signature must be followed with “(” signature in the same web 

page. 

It is must be followed with the “document.” signature, one of the 

following signatures: ”Cookie”, ”Body”, ”Write” in the same web page. 

It must be followed by the “IMG” signature, one of these signatures: 

”SRC”, ”Onerror”, ”Onmouseover” (Alnabulsi et al., 2018). 

For the UTF-8 representation in XML and the Hexadecimal representation 

in XML, we detect the signature of “&#”. To prevent the URL Encoding 

method, we detect all of the URL Encoding values of these signatures 
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(capital and small letters): alert (, document., cookie, body, write, IMG, 

SRC, onmouseover, onerror, as shown in Table 5.2. 

 

B.  SQL Injection Attacks 

In this subsection, we describe five types of SQL injection attacks 

(Alnabulsi et al., 2014), and their consequences. 

 

1) Tautologies 

Many SQL injection methods depend on tautologies, which in turn rely on 

inserting an expression that is always true, such as using the conditional 

OR operator.  

Here is an example of this type of SQL injection attack: Select 

User_Password from Users Where User_Password = '' or 1 = 1. If we type 

(= '' or 1 = 1) on a link of a website at the end of the SQL script, then the 

intrusion process succeeds. Also if we insert “AND” instead of “OR”, then 

the intrusion succeeds as well, for example: (= '' AND 1 = 1). 
 

 

Table 5.2: The ASCII Encoding values of the signature characters to detect 

XSS attacks 

 Character ASCII Encoding Capital Letter ASCII Encoding Small 
Letter 

1.  A, a %41 %61 

2.  B, b %42 %62 
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3.  C, c %43 %63 

4.  D, d %44 %64 

5.  E, e %45 %65 

6.  G, g %47 %67 

7.  I, i %49 %69 

8.  K, k %4B %6B 

9.  L, l %4C %6C 

10.  M, m %4D %6D 

11.  N, n %4E %6E 

12.  O, o %4F %6F 

13.  R, r %52 %72 

14.  S, s %53 %73 

15.  T, t %54 %74 

16.  U, u %55 %75 

17.  V, v %56 %76 

18.  W, w %57 %77 

19.  Y, y %59 %79 

20.  . %2E %2E 

21.  ( %28 %28 

 

In the previous example, we can convert the equal sign “=” into its 

hexadecimal value “%3D”, and add “'value'= 'value'” or “1 like 1” instead 

of “1=1”. The SQL injection statement would be as follows, for example: 

Select User_Password from Users Where User_Password = 

Null+or+1%3D1. 

Select User_Password from Users Where User_Password = Null or 1 = 1. 

Select User_Password from Users Where User_Password = Null xor 1 = 1. 

When a checking signature is (or) followed by a space, it is possible to use 

a new line as a space. This would be possible using the (%0a) value within 
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a URL, for example: Select User_Password From Users Where 

User_Password = Null or 'Value'= 'Value'. 

We can use “Like” instead of the equal sign“=”. We can utilise the SQL 

injection by inserting the user name or any characters in the TextBox of the 

User_Name, then adding a “like” signature in the SQL statement. We may 

also use other variants such as “OR 1 Like 1”, or “OR 1 Like 2”. 

For example: Select User_Password From Users Where User_Password = 

Null or 1%20Like%201. 

Union All Select UserName1, Password1, From Admin1 Where 

UserName1 Like 'Admin%'.  

 

2) Arbitrary String Pattern 

In an SQL injection, an attacker can insert characters in between a query 

by using the C syntax of /* to start, and */ to end the comment line. An 

attacker uses these string patterns (/**/) to evade signature detection of 

characters such as “Or”, “Union”, etc.  

Furthermore, an attacker may use multiline of the C syntax to make the 

SQL syntax unpredictable. By inserting a minimum of two stars [**] inside 

two slashes [/], for example: /**/, the attacker may also insert more than 

two stars [**] inside two slashes [/], for example: 

/*****************************/. 
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 He or she could insert the C syntax in between the SQL injection code, for 

example: Select Password1 From Users Where Password1 = 

''/*******/OR/***************/1=1/ ******* /; 

3) Group Concatenate String 

A way to conduct an SQL injection is by using the “Concat” or 

“Group_Concat” in an SQL injection syntax. In this type of SQL injection, 

an attacker does not need to insert “Or”, “Like” characters.  

For example: Select Group_Concat (UserName, Password1) From 

Member_A. 

Select Concat (UserName, Password1) From Member_B. 

 

4) Stored Procedure 

In the SQL stored procedure, an attacker seeks to undertake privilege 

escalation. Remote command attack and DoS attack usually employ the 

stored procedure. The signatures of these kinds of attacks are: 

Xp_CmdShell, Update, ShutDown, Sp_ExecWebTask, Exec, Drop Table, 

Delete from User, Right Join Select, Left Join Select, WaitFor Delay, Create 

Table, Inner_Join Select, Insert into Table, Show Tables. 
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5) Alternate Encoding 

Alternate encoding is an attack technique whereby an attacker tries to 

insert an SQL injection command by utilizing encoding techniques 

including: Unicode Character Encoding, ASCII, and Hexadecimal. The 

signatures for this sort of SQL injection are: ASCII(), Char(), DEC(), HEX(), 

UNHEX(), Exec(), BASE64(), ROT13(), BIN() (Alnabulsi et al., 2018). 

The results of signatures that we need to detect when scanning for SQL 

injection attack are: delete, delay, drop, create, select, show, insert, update, 

shutdown, and exec. 

It should be followed by the “select” signature, one of these signatures: 

”show”, ”union”, ”join”, ”having”, “from” in the web page. 

 

Table 5.3: The ASCII Encoding values of the signature characters to detect 

SQL injection attacks 

 Character ASCII Encoding Capital 
Letter 

ASCII Encoding Small Letter 

1.  A, a %41 %61 

2.  B, b %42 %62 

3.  C, c %43 %63 

4.  D, d %44 %64 

5.  E, e %45 %65 

6.  F, f %46 %66 

7.  G, g %47 %67 

8.  H, h %48 %68 

9.  I, i %49 %69 

10.  J, j %4A %6A 
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11.  L, l %4C %6C 

12.  M, m %4D %6D 

13.  N, n %4E %6E 

14.  O, o %4F %6F 

15.  P, p %50 %70 

16.  R, r %52 %72 

17.  S, s %53 %73 

18.  T, t %54 %74 

19.  U, u %55 %75 

20.  V, v %56 %76 

21.  W, w %57 %77 

22.  X, x %58 %78 

23.  Y, y %59 %79 

 

It must then be followed by the "table" signature, one of these signatures: 

“create”, “drop”, “show” in the web page. 

The "into" signature must be followed by the “insert” signature in the web 

page. 

The "wait" signature must be followed by the “delay” signature in the web 

page. 

Regarding the UTF-8 representation in XML and Hexadecimal 

representation in XML, we detect the signature of “&#”. To prevent the 

URL Encoding method, we detect all of the URL Encoding values of these 

signatures (capital and small letters): delete, delay, drop, create, select, 

show, insert, update, shutdown, exec, union, join, having, from, table, 

into, and wait, as shown in Table 5.3. 
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C.  Shell Injection Attacks (Command Injection Attacks)   

In this subsection, we present how a Shell Command injection attack can 

be detected by providing common characteristics of Shell Command 

injection attacks that an attacker may use. 

The parameter "pam.injection.Shell.pedantic" affects Shell injection 

signatures and it is essential that one of the following characters precedes 

a Shell command. These characters can be used by attackers for Shell 

injection attacks (Alnabulsi et al., 2018): 

1) Back-Tick (`) 

For example: 'cmd', used to execute a specific command, such as 'whoami' 

2) Dollar + Open Parenthesis ($()) 

For example: echo $(whoami), $(cmd), $(ouch test.sh; echo 'ls' > test.sh). 

3) Double Pipe (||) 

For example: cmd1||cmd2. Command 2 will be executed if command 1 

execution fails. 

4) Double Ampersand (&&) 

For example: cmd1 && cmd2. Command 2 will be executed if command 1 

execution succeeds. 

5) Semi-Colon (;)  
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For example: cmd1; cmd2. Command 2 will be executed whether 

command 1 execution is successful or not. 

6) Pipe (|)  

For example: cmd1|cmd2. Command 2 will be executed whether 

command 1 execution succeeds or otherwise. 

7) Single Left Pointing Angle Quotation Mark 

For example: <(Ls), <(Cmd). 

8)  Single Right Pointing Angle Quotation Mark 

For example: >(ls), >(cmd). 

If the parameter "pam.injection.Shell.pedantic" is disabled, then all 

characters will be scanned for Shell injection attacks, and the false positive 

rate may be increased (IBM Security, 2017); (OWASP, 2017). 

 

D.  File Inclusion Attacks (RFI, LFI)  

Remote File Inclusion (RFI) is a method exploited by hackers to hack web 

pages such as PHP websites from a remote server. RFI attack is considered 

to be very high risk for website pages because it allows an attacker to force 

a vulnerable web page to divert by using a pointer to a malicious code 

which is located on a remote server. Then the malicious code will install 

on the server of the vulnerable web page. If a web page executes a 

malicious code, an attacker can download a malicious code program on a 
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victim machine and retrieve important information from that machine 

(Trustwave, 2017). 

An example of a Remote File Inclusion (RFI) (Dahse, 2017); (Imperva 

Incapsula, 2017); (Kane, 2017); (Trustwave, 2017):  

 

1) Including Remote Code: ?file=[ ftp, http, and https]. For example: 

i. Http://Website1.wordpress.com/Shell.txt  

ii. Http://Website2/?format = www.attacker-page.com / hacker.txt ? 

HTTP/1.1 (should be [Allow_URL_Include = on] and [Allow_URL_FOpen 

= on]). 

 

2) Using PHP Stream: ?File=PHP://Input. For example:  

i.  ?File=PHP: //Page_name.  

ii.Http://www.website3.com/vulnerable.php?\file= 

www.hackpage.com/exploit-page. 

iii.  Http://website4.org.au/download_file.php?page= 

www.hackerpage.org.au 

Local File Inclusion (LFI); is the same as Remote File Inclusion attacks 

except instead of including remote files, an attacker includes local files. 

For example, files on the local server can be included for execution 

(Wikipedia, 2017b). 

http://www.hackpage.com/
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Example of Local File Inclusion (LFI) (Dahse, 2017): 

1) Including Files in the Same Directory, such as: ?File=.Access 

2) Path Traversal, such as: ?File=../../../ Lib1/Loca1files.db 

3) Including Injected PHP Code, such as: ?File= ../../Var1/Log1/b2.log. 

To detect File Inclusion attacks, we need to determine the characters that 

an attacker could use to execute File Inclusion attacks (RFI, LFI).  

An attacker uses one of these characters to implement File Inclusion 

attacks "http …. http" (http written twice in the URL link), or "http….ftp" 

(http and ftp written together in the URL link) to implement the attack 

successfully. Consequently, by detecting one of these signatures, for 

example: "HTTP …. HTTP", or "HTTP .… FTP", GMSA can successfully 

detect File Inclusion attacks (RFI, LFI). 

This chapter proposes a novel algorithm to detect various sorts of CIA and 

it also offers a detection outcome that is more precise than other existing 

approaches. 

The result of File Inclusion (RFI, LFI) signatures to detect the File Inclusion 

attacks is: “HTTP”, “FTP”. 

The "http" signature must be followed by one of these signatures, for 

example: “FTP” or “HTTP” signatures in the web page (Alnabulsi et al., 

2018). 
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5.4  Proposed GMSA Model  

 

In this section, we present the GMSA model for detecting and classifying 

CIAs. Figure 5.1 illustrates five phases: phase 1- URL Collection; phase 2- 

Proposed Method; phase 3- Dataset Testing; phase 4- Proposed Classifier; 

and phase 5- Classifier Result. We explain each phase in separate 

subsections below. 

 

A.  URL Collection 

 Initially, the dataset for the URL Collection, consisting of both benign and 

malicious URLs was collected from two different resources. Dataset A was 

downloaded from HTTP DATASET CSIC 2010 which consists of large 

amounts of code injection attack datasets (Giménez et al., 2017), while 

Dataset B was downloaded from SecLists which is a security tester's 

companion (Muntner, 2017). We sorted the URLs in Microsoft Excel 

program into two separate datasets (benign and malicious), the objective 

being to utilise them for training and testing purposes. 

 

B.  GMSA Framework 

The second phase is the GMSA framework which is our Proposed 

Method. In this framework, we mix the benign and malicious links 
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together, and prepare them to create two training datasets for Dataset A 

and another two training datasets for Dataset B. 

The GMSA framework can distinguish between benign and malicious 

codes in the datasets depending on the attack signature patterns. We train 

our GMSA framework with the training datasets to check whether it 

works correctly or not. 

The GMSA framework receives the URL’s link from the dataset, and 

checks whether it is malicious or benign by searching for any attack 

signatures of the CIA. 
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Figure 5.1:  Components of the model for the detection and classification 

of CIAs 
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Figure 5.2: The URL signature using gathering multiple signatures 

approach 

 

To be more accurate in the URL checking, if the GMSA finds one attack 

signature of the CIA, it should find another attack signature in the URL’s 

link. Thus the two attack signatures should be together in the link with a 

consideration of the URL’s link of the web page containing the malicious 

code, as shown in Figure 5.2. 

In the section of Taxonomy of CIA, we have explained the attack 

signatures needed to detect every type of CIA. 
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C.  Dataset Testing 

Separating data into training and testing sets is an important part of 

evaluating data in Data Testing phase. The dataset is divided into training 

and testing sets in order to check the accuracy and precision of the GMSA 

model. Typically, when a dataset is separated into training and testing 

sets, most of the data is used for training, and a smaller portion of the data 

is used for testing. In the testing set after the GMSA model has been 

processed by using the training set, we test the GMSA model by providing 

some unique data to check the GMSA model’s ability to detect some 

different types of data.   

In the Dataset Testing phase, we need to generate many datasets for both 

the training and testing phases to utilise them in the Proposed Classifier. 

This helps us to obtain an accurate outcome from the URL classifier 

framework. The sizes of the Training Dataset samples in Dataset A are: 

732, and 737. The sizes of the Training Dataset samples in Dataset B are: 

1005, and 1003.  The sizes of the Testing Dataset samples in Dataset A that 

we created by using the Microsoft Excel program are: 3473, 1736, 2583, 

and 3696. The sizes of the Testing Dataset samples in Dataset B are: 1530, 

2180, and 2602. 
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D.  Classifier 

In the Proposed Classifier, our proposed framework receives the link’s 

code from the dataset, and checks whether it is benign or malicious. We 

check, classify, and validate the training and testing datasets with the 

GMSA framework to generate and construct the Classifier Result. We 

elaborate more on the GMSA framework in the next section.  

 

E.  Classifier Result 

The last phase is known as the Classifier Result. In this phase the GMSA 

framework informs us whether each link’s code in the datasets is benign 

or malicious. We collect the results of the Proposed Classifier and 

determine the output result which consists of Precision Rate (PR), Recall 

Rate (RR), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN), True Positive (TP), 

True Negative (TN), and Accuracy (ACC). 

 

5.5  Experimental Setup 

 

Dataset A was downloaded from HTTP DATASET CSIC 2010, which 

consists of large amounts of code injection attack datasets (Giménez et al., 

2017). Dataset B was downloaded from SecLists which is a security tester's 

companion (Muntner, 2017). 
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We utilised a MATLAB program with Windows 10 platform to build the 

GMSA framework, and we used Microsoft Office Excel 2010 to process the 

datasets from the two different dataset resources. 

 

A. Proposed Algorithm  

In this subsection, we present the code detection algorithm of GMSA with 

a pseudocode, and also explain how the proposed algorithm works and 

can detect the CIA in five steps.  

Algorithm 1. Code Detection Algorithm of GMSA 

Step 1: 

Input: Read the Excel dataset file.  

Read the dataset code line by line (dataset is an Excel file). 

Step 2:  

Distinguish whether the dataset code is a benign code or a CIA by 

collecting all signatures of the CIA, then checking every URL to see if it 

contains any of these signatures. 

N: count of the words at each line in the dataset 

Identify (n1= signature 1, n2= signature 2, n3= signature 3, n4= signature 4, 

…., nk= signature k) 

for (i=1 to N) 

     F1=Find if every line contains n1 
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end 

for (i=1 to N) 

     F2=Find if every line contains n2 

end 

. 

. 

. 

for (i=1 to N) 

     Fk=Find if every line contains nk 

end 

Step 3: 

In most cases, the URL should contain more than one signature so we can 

consider the URL as a malicious web page. Therefore in these cases we can 

reduce the false positive (false alarm) to obtain a more accurate result. 

x=0 

if (F1 & F2==1) then, If both signatures located at the URL  

    F11= the web page is containing a malicious code 

x=x+1 

 else 

    The web page is benign 

End 
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Step 4: 

Check if any duplication has occurred and if the malicious code happened 

multiple times in the URL. 

 for (i=1 to A) 

{ 

if (F11 & F12& F13& F14& …..)==1 then. If both signatures located at the 

same web page (to prevent duplication of counting the signatures, if the 

signature repeats many times in the web page) 

    total1 (i,1)=1 

     else 

         total1 (i,1)=0 

     end if  

Step 5:  

output: Obtain the result of True Positive (TP) 

          print R = True Positive (TP) 

        end for 

} 

From the above algorithm, we can calculate the GMSA algorithm’s 

execution time from the above “for” loop, which gives an approximate 

O(N) of execution time, where N is the count of the characters at each line 

in the dataset. 
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We evaluate the results of the GMSA algorithm by drawing a ROC 

diagram (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve, which is a graphical 

plot that shows the performance of a binary system. 

The ROC curve was originally developed by engineers during World War 

Two, as a method for detecting target objects. The ROC is also used in 

data mining, radiology, biometrics, machine learning, and medical 

research. 

 

B.   GMSA Evaluation 

In this subsection, we evaluate the GMSA algorithm from two different 

dataset resources, and draw two different ROC diagrams for these two 

different dataset resources. Table 4 summarizes the results of the detection 

framework with six different datasets. The highest accuracy value as 

shown in Table 5.4 is 0.9932 (Dataset A, 2), but the average of the accuracy 

result is 0.9898 (Dataset A, Avg.). The false positive rate of Dataset A is 

03.49%. The true negative rate of Dataset A is 03.49%. 

 

Table 5.4:  Results of dataset A which was classified by GMSA 

Dataset A TP TN FP TNR FN PR RR Accuracy 

Dataset 1 650 77 2 0.9746 3 0.9969 0.9960 0.9931 
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Dataset 2 638 94 3 0.9690 2 0.9953 0.9968 0.9932 

Dataset 3 2554 880 31 0.9660 8 0.9880 0.9969 0.9887 

Dataset 4 1320 397 15 0.9636 4 0.9887 0.9970 0.9890 

Dataset 5 2070 488 19 0.9621 6 0.9909 0.9971 0.9903 

Dataset 6 2771 883 34 0.9629 8 0.9878 0.9971 0.9886 

Average 1667 469 17 0.9650 5 0.9912 0.9968 0.9898 

 

Figure 5.3 depicts the ROC curve for the performance of GMSA results. 

The ROC curve shows the relationship between two characteristics: True 

Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) of Dataset B. According 

to Figure 3, high accuracy values interpreted by the curve present the 

relationship between the recall rate (RR), and the FPR for dataset A. 

True Negative Rate is called Specificity. 

False Positive Rate is 1 - Specificity.  

TP: Attack detected where it was an attack 

TN: not attack no alarm no detection  

TNR = TN / (TN+FP) 

FPR= FP / (FP+TN) 

Precision = Positive Predictive Value =TP / (TP+FP) = P 

Recall = True Positive Rate = Sensitivity =TP / (TP+FN) = R 
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Accuracy = (TP+TN) / (TP+TN+FP+FN) 

Precision = 1667 / (1667+17) = 98.99% 

TPR = 1667 / (1667+5) = 99.70% 

TNR= 469/ (469+17) = 469/486= 96.50% 

FPR=17/ (17+469) =17/486= 03.49% 

Accuracy= (1667+469) / (1667+469+17+5) = 0.9898. 

 

Figure 5.3:  ROC diagram of the result concerning Dataset A 
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Table 5.5 below summarizes the performance of the GMSA approach with 

five different datasets. The highest accuracy value as shown in Table 3 is 

0.9950 (Dataset B, 1, and Dataset B, 2), but the average of the accuracy 

result as shown in Table 3 is 0.9945 (Dataset B, Average). The false 

positive rate of dataset B is 0.59%. The true negative rate of dataset B is 

99.55%. 

Table 5.5: Results of dataset B which was classified by GMSA 

Dataset B TP TN FP TNR FN PR RR Accuracy 

Dataset 1 450 550 1 0.9981 4 0.9977 0.9911 0.9950 

Dataset 2 477 521 1 0.9980 4 0.9978 0.9916 0.9950 

Dataset 3 902 620 3 0.9952 5 0.9969 0.9945 0.9948 

Dataset 4 1357 810 6 0.9926 7 0.9956 0.9949 0.9940 

Dataset 5 1732 855 8 0.9907 7 0.9954 0.9960 0.9942 

Average 983 671 4 0.9955 5 0.9966 0.9936 0.9945 

 

Precision = 1357 / (1357+6) = 99.55% 

TPR = 1357 / (1357+7) = 99.48% 

TNR = 671 / (671+4) = 671/674= 99.40% 
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FPR = 4 / (4+671) =4/675= 0.59% 

Accuracy = (983+671) / (983+671+4+5) = 0.9945. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the ROC diagram that previews the precise 

performance of Dataset B by comparing the two characteristics (TPR and 

FPR). 

 

Figure 5.4:  ROC diagram of the results concerning Dataset B 
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5.6  Comparison with Other Approaches  

 

In this subsection, we compare the research undertaken by Xiao et al. 

(2015); Priyaa & Devi (2016), and then show the results of a comparison 

with GMSA. 

A. Using Static Analysis to Detect CIA 

Xiao et al. (2015) use a static analysis to detect whether a web page is 

vulnerable to CIA or not. Their method utilises features for training the 

classifier to guess the prediction. For classifying purposes the authors use 

the Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), which is a 

machine learning algorithm for data-mining. The authors’ dataset, used to 

build the classifier for training, consisted of 300 vulnerable apps and 300 

normal apps. 

To test the classifier, Xiao et al. used 108 vulnerable apps and 278 normal 

apps (Xiao, 2015). 

Xiao et al. used nine detection algorithms for classification. These 

algorithms are IBk, NativeBayes, SMO, BayesNet, J48, LibSVM, 

RandomForest, DecisionTable, and RandomTree, and they utilised the 

Weka framework. As shown in Table 5.6 (Xiao, 2015), RandomForest is the 

best classification method (False Positive Rate = 8%, True Positive Rate = 

95.3%). The second best classification method is RandomTree (False 
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Positive Rate = 8.3%, True Positive Rate = 94.6%) (Alnabulsi et al., 2018). 

The results of the proposed GMSA are more precise: the TPR of the GMSA 

is 99.48%, and the FPR of the GMSA is 0.59%.  

 

Table 5.6: Results of different algorithms for detecting CIA 

Detection algorithms for classification TPR % FPR % 

RandomTree 94.6% 8.3% 

RandomForest 95.3% 8% 

GMSA 99.48% 0.59% 

 

B.  Utilizing the PostgreSQL Database 

Priyaa and Devi (2016a) utilise the PostgreSQL database which is created 

using the XAMPP web server and Movielens dataset. 

The authors use malicious and normal queries which are categorized into 

three groups according to the sort of query. Specifically, Stored Procedure 

belongs to Group 1, Select command belongs to Group2, and Insert 

command belongs to Group 3. 

They built a framework to detect SQL injection attack by using suitable 

kernel functions with a SVM (Support Vector Machine) algorithm. The 

authors’ module consists of a model generator and a model evaluator 

phase.  
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The model evaluator determines the performance of the binary 

classification model using the K-Fold cross-validation. The evaluator 

obtains the classifier’s performance by calculating the true positive rate, 

false positive rate, and accuracy. Furthermore, the SQL injection attack’s 

classifier determines if the new testing feature vector is malicious or 

normal. Table 5.7 presents the results concerning the SQL injection 

attack’s classifier (Alnabulsi et al., 2018). 

The accuracy reported in the research paper by Priyaa and Devi (2016) is 

95.67%, whilst Xiao et al. in their research paper documented the 

following findings. The false positive rate in the RandomTree 

classification method is 8.3% while the true positive rate is 94.6%. The 

false positive rate of RandomForest is 8%, and the true positive rate is 

95.3%. The GMSA result shows the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is 

99.45%, the false positive rate is 0.59%, and the true positive rate (recall 

rate) is 99.48%.  

 

Table 5.7:  Results of the SQL injection attack’s classifier  

Detection algorithms for classification Accuracy (%) 

C4.5 decision tree + ACO (Nadiammai &Hemalatha, 2014). 95.06% 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) + ACO (Nadiammai &Hemalatha, 
2014). 

90.82% 
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C4.5 decision tree + PSO (Nadiammai &Hemalatha, 2014). 95.37% 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) + PSO (Nadiammai &Hemalatha, 
2014). 

91.57% 

Authors’ approach [SVM (Support Vector Machine) + SMO] (Priyaa 
&Devi, 2016a) 

95.67% 

GMSA 99.45% 

 

 

5.7  Conclusion 

 

This chapter has presented the GMSA for detection of the CIAs. A review 

of the literature reveals that this is a new technique. GMSA methodology 

provides more precise performance and results compared to other 

research on this topic. GMSA detects various types of CIA, such as XSS 

attack, SQL injection attack, Shell injection attack (Command injection 

attack), and Remote File Inclusion attack. Other researchers mostly 

consider SQL injection and XSS attacks (Xiao, 2015); (Priyaa &Devi, 

2016a). 

The dataset that we used in this chapter was derived from two different 

sources. We created eleven different datasets and applied GMSA to them 

to measure the performance of the GMSA. The ROC diagrams in Figure 3 
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and Figure 4 show that the two characteristics, TPR and FPR, elicit a 

precise performance (Medcalc, 2017). 

The accuracy of GMSA is 99.45% which is significant compared with what 

other works (Priyaa & Devi, 2016a); (Nadiammai & Hemalatha, 2014) have 

suggested. The Precision Rate of GMSA is 99.55%, TPR (Recall Rate) is 

99.48%, the TNR is 99.40%, and the FPR is 0.59%. The false positive rate is 

low compared with other research (Xiao, 2015); (Priyaa & Devi, 2016a). 

The low false positive rate is a very important factor, because the defence 

algorithm should balance between the FPR and TPR. It can therefore be 

concluded that GMSA outperforms research to date in the field. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Checking Websites Vulnerability against 

Code Injection Attacks 

 

6.1  Preamble 

 

In the previous chapter of the thesis, a useful CIAs detection strategy by 

using the GMSA technique is proposed and the algorithmic steps are 

described. The result of the GMSA technique is also presented and 

compared with two different CIAs detection strategies.  

This chapter aims to check websites vulnerabilities against CIAs by 

proposing a new checking websites vulnerabilities strategy. The newly 

designed model, procedures, and algorithmic steps are implemented 

throughout this chapter. Finally, results and discussion complete the 

chapter. 
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6.2   How to Check a Website’s Vulnerability 

 

Many organizations and companies have a problem to secure their 

websites and its database, because of the hackers have the ability to 

penetrate their websites through code injection attacks such as SQL 

injection attacks and XSS attacks. 

We built our framework to help organizations and companies to check if 

their web applications have any sort of vulnerabilities that hackers may 

exploit it. The hackers are usually trying to steal the dataset of web 

applications or make any sort of damage to the web applications. 

Our idea is to build a framework that can inject a code to the web site to 

check whether is vulnerable to CIAs or not. 

We need to specify the meta-characters that can be utilized for injection 

process into the website to check its vulnerability against SQL and XSS 

injection attacks as it shows in Table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1: SQL and XSS injection attack methods 

 SQL code injection XSS code injection 

1 '=''or' <script>alert(‘XSS attack’)</script> 

2 OR 1=1– <IMG SRC="javascript:alert('XSS');"> 
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3 OR '0' = '0' <script>alert(document.cookie)</script

> 

4 ') OR ('0' = '0' %22sCrIpt%2Balert(%27XSS%27)%2B/

sCrIpt%22 

5 UNION <Img 

SRC=javascript:alert(String.fromChar

Code(88,83,83 

))> 

6 ' <Img SRC=# Onmouseover="alert('xxs 

attack')"> 

7 SHUTDOWN <SCrIPt>Alert(String.fromCharCode(8

8,83,83))</SCrIPt> 

 

 

To know whether the website is vulnerable to code injection attacks or 

not, the framework injects a meta-code to the website, if the injection is 

succeeded, the website shows that there are some problems in the website 

as it shown in Figure 6.1.  
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Figure 6.1: Examples of websites which are vulnerable to SQL injection 

attacks (Websmart, 2017) 

 

In Figure 6.1, the attacker injected a meta-code (') to the web page that 

connected to the database of the web application to check whether is 
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vulnerable to SQL injection attack. The results show that there are some 

errors in the SQL syntax and MySQL server, so it means that the websites 

are vulnerable to SQL injection attacks. To know if the web page is 

connected to the system’s database, we can check if the URL link of the 

web page ends up with a question mark sign (?) and an equal sign (=) then 

a number, then it means that the web page is connected to the database of 

the system. 

 

6.3  Problem Statement 

 

There are big challenges that the Internet users are usually unaware about 

the hacking attacks. Lots of website administrators do not know if their 

websites are vulnerable to CIAs or not. Consequently, when a company 

built a website, the web administrator does not know which protection 

programs are better to utilize, as it depends on many factors. Such as, if 

the company can afford to buy the protection systems, or if company 

systems need to be protected from specific attacks, malwares, or spy 

programs. There are a lot of researches about detection and protection 

from hacking attacks, but there are a little researches about checking 

whether the website is vulnerable to CIAs or not (Alnabulsi et al., 2017).  
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6.4  Methodology 

 

Our framework is different than other studies, our idea depends on 

building a framework that can inject meta-characters into a web page. So  

it can check whether a website is vulnerable to code injection attacks or 

not. 

In the first step, we enter the URL link of the web page that we want to 

check its vulnerabilities to SQL and XSS injection attacks, then the 

framework obtains all URL links that related to the web page. We need to 

get all the URL links that contain the database of the web page to check 

the vulnerabilities in the next step. 

In the second step, we check the vulnerabilities for all URL links by 

injecting SQL and XSS meta-characters for every URL links. These are the 

SQL and XSS meta-characters: 

Injects[0] = "'=''or'". 

Injects[1] = "OR 1=1–". 

Injects[2] = "'OR". 

Injects[3] = "%22%2Balert(%27XSS%27)%2B%22". 

Injects[4] = "OR '0'= '0'", injects[5] = "') OR ('0' = '0'". 

Injects[6] = "'UNION'". 

Injects[7] = "'WHERE'". 
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Injects[8] = "'". 

In the last step, if the meta-character injections succeed, the framework 

will not obtain an error about the code injection attacks. Otherwise, the 

meta-character injections do not succeed, so the website is not vulnerable. 

 

6.5  Experimental Setup 

 

In our experiment, we collected the dataset from other studies such as 

other studies ((Alnabulsi et al., 2014); (Javed, 2014); the remainder was 

collected by us). We built our framework by using C# programming 

language. 

Proposed Algorithm: 

Step 1: 

Enter the URL of the web page in the TextBox to check its vulnerability 

then press on the SearchButton. 

Step 2: 

The SearchButton obtains all the URL of the web pages that related to the 

web page that we want to test its vulnerabilities to CIAs. 

Step 3: 

Click on CheckButton to start checking the URL of the web pages by 

inserting SQL and XSS meta-character injections. 
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Step 4: 

These are the meta-character injections: Injects[0] = "'=''or'", injects[1] = "OR 

1=1–", injects[2] = "'OR", injects[3] = 

"%22sCrIpt%2Balert(%27XSS%27)%2B/sCrIpt%22", injects[4] = "OR '0'= 

'0'", injects[5] = "') OR ('0' = '0'", injects[6] = "'UNION'", injects[7] = 

"'WHERE'", injects[8] = "'", injects[9] = "'''". 

Step 5: 

If the injection succeeded, the program will not obtain any error about the 

code injections. Otherwise, the code injections does not a success, so the 

website is not vulnerable. 

 

6.5.1 Algorithm Evaluation  

 

In this subsection, we evaluate our algorithm from the results and from 

the dataset that we built. 

TP: Attack detected where it was an attack 

TN: not attack no alarm no detection 

TNR= TN/(TN+FP) 

Precision = Positive Predictive Value=TP/(TP+FP)=P 

Recall = True Positive Rate = Sensitivity=TP/(TP+FN)=R 

True Negative Rate is called Specificity. 
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False Positive Rate is 1 - Specificity. 

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN) 

TP=83 

FP= 6 

FN=0 

Precision = positive predictive value=TP/(TP+FP)=83/(83+6)=0.9325 

Recall = true positive rate = sensitivity=TP/(TP+FN)=83/(83+0)=1 

TNR= TN/(TN+FP)=111/(111+6)=0.9487 

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN)=(83+111)/(83+111+6+0)=0.9708. 

 

6.6  Comparison with other Approaches 

 

1. Fonseca et al., (2008) presented the paper of "Training Security 

Assurance Teams using Vulnerability Injection", in this paper the authors 

detecting the vulnerability to code injection by changing the code of web 

pages. 

The changes on the code of web pages do not affect the running of the 

web page, the web page will run without any errors in execution. 

One of these changes is executed, and it is depending on which code is 

surrounding the function of code, as shown below. 
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Table 6.2. Changes on the code and the function of the code 

 Functions of the Code The Code Example 

1 If the function is used in an 
assignment as the only line of code 

and the variable is not inside a 
$_GET, $HTTP_GET_VARS, $_POST, 

$HTTP_POST_VARS PHP variable 
array 

The whole line of 
code is removed. 

Remove the line 
“$vuln_var = 

interval($vuln_var);
”; 

2 If the function is used in an 
assignment as the only line of code 
and the variable is inside a $_GET, 

$HTTP_GET_VARS, $_POST, 
$HTTP_POST_VARS PHP variable 

array 

Only the function is 
removed from the 
code, leaving the 
argument intact. 

Replace “$vuln_var 
= 

interval($_GET[‘vul
n_var’]);” with 

“$vuln_var 
=$_GET[‘vuln_var’];

”; 

3 If the variables is inside, the $_GET, 
$HTTP_GET_VARS, $_POST, 

$HTTP_POST_VARS PHP variable 
array 

Leave the variables in 
the code, only the 

function is removed. 

Replace 
“…“’str1’.intval($vu
ln_var).’str2’”;”wit

h 
…“’str1’.$vuln_var.’

str2’”;”. 

   

The authors find that the integer variables ("int" as in C programming 

language) are a main code injection vulnerability target. It has been 

collected from subtype A and responsible for 45% of all the vulnerabilities 

that have been founded by the authors. Authors also check if the "int" 

variables values are not have a non-integer values (Ex. display, assign). 

The variables that contain an integer values can be a target to the 

penetration of code injection attacks, and the penetration attack may 

succeed by adding a meta-code to them, such as: 
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A- Penetration of SQL Injection attacks , Ex. “ or 3=3”, “ or ’D’=’D’”. 

B- Penetration of XSS attacks “<scrIpT>Alert(’alert xss attack 1’)</scrIpT>”. 

C- Adding at the begin or at the end of the variables [”], [( ] ,[ )] , [ >], [<] ,[ 

’]. 

The authors used commercial vulnerability scanners for the web pages to 

check if the commercial scanners can detect the vulnerabilities and asset 

the conclusion of results with the security penetration teams. The authors 

used the HP-WebInspect 7.7, and IBM Watchfire-AppScan 7.0 scanners 

and named them as S1 and S2. The name is anonymous because of the 

commercial license does not allow the publication of evaluation of the 

commercial scanner. 

The Test Results: The precision rate of Commercial Vulnerability Scanners 

is 20%. The precision rate of Security Teams after Basic Training Period is 

30%. The precision rate of Security Teams after Specific Training Period is 

70%. 

Code Inspection Results: The precision rate of Security Teams after Basic 

Training Period is 55.56%. The precision rate of Security Teams after 

Vulnerabilities Specific Training Period is 100%. 

The limitation is that the authors did not build a framework for detection 

the vulnerability of code injection attacks in the web pages, they test a 
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Commercial Vulnerability Scanners, and training a Security Teams for 

detection vulnerability of code injection attacks in the web pages. 

2. Medeiros et al., (2014) presented the paper of "Automatic Detection and 

Correction of Web Application Vulnerabilities using Data Mining to 

Predict False Positives". Web applications have been the biggest source of 

problems in the security point of view as some of the reports that indicate 

the increase of web application attacks in 2012 is around 33%. The main 

reason of the increasing of the web page attacks is that lot of the users do 

not have enough knowledge about how to secure their web pages. The 

authors present a methodology to protect web pages, the methodology is 

depending on analyze the source code of the web pages then detecting the 

vulnerabilities and modifying the source code in the way of correcting 

these vulnerabilities [9]. 

The contribution of the web application security is the ability to fix the 

vulnerabilities, and the programmers can learn from their mistakes by 

practicing and finding the code injection vulnerabilities. 

Authors use static analysis mechanism with a hybrid method to detect the 

vulnerabilities. It also obtain an effective way to detect the vulnerabilities 

in the web source code, but it may be reporting many false positives. 

The designing and implementing of WAP (Web Application Protection) is 

consisting of analyzing the PHP programs. The attacker penetrates the 
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web page by using an entry points (for example: $ GET), then the attacker 

penetrates the vulnerabilities through a database query language such as, 

(MySQL query). The attackers may use benign inputs with meta-

characters such as, ( ', OR). To protect the web page, the author added 

sanitization function between the entry points ($ GET) and the database 

query language (MySQL query). 

Table 6.3 shown the sanitization functions that have been used to remove 

the vulnerabilities, these sanitization functions are written by PHP 

programming language. 

 

Table 6.3. Sanitization functions used to fix PHP code for SQLI 

vulnerabilities. 

Vulnerability Entry Points Sensitive Sanitisation 
  Sinks Functions 

SQL  $Get mysql-Query mysql-real- 
Injection  $Post mysql-unbuffered- escape-String 
Vulnerability  $Cookie Query  
  SQLI $ REQUEST mysql-db-Query  
  HTTP-Get-VARS   

  mysqli-Query mysql-real- 
  HTTP- Post-VARS mysqli-real-Query escape-String 
  mysqli-master-Query  

 HTTP- Request-VARS mysqli-multi-Query  

  mysqli-stmt-execute 
mysqli-stmt-bind-
Param 

  mysqli-execute  
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To check the result if it is false positive or true positive, the authors got the 

source code of the web page and injected meta-codes to check the web 

vulnerabilities. By correcting and validating the code in the web page 

source code, the authors can stop the negative effects of the meta-

characters. 

The conclusion of the authors study that consists of 2 framework tools, 

nine open source programs, and the PHP code of NIST. 

The reference of SAMATE Dataset is from [http://samate.nist.gov/SRD/]. 

WAP's detector detected sixty eight vulnerabilities (twenty two of SQL 

injection attacks and forty six of XSS injection attacks), and twenty one of 

false positives. Pixy detected seventy three vulnerabilities (twenty of SQL 

injection attacks and fifty three of XSS attacks), and forty one of false 

positives and five of false negatives, WAP-TA detected five vulnerabilities 

while the other detectors could not detect them). 

The Pixy's accuracy was around 44%, WAP-TA's accuracy was around 

69%, and WAP's accuracy was around 92%. The limitation is the high false 

positive rate which was 20%. 
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6.7  Conclusion 

 

Chapter 6 has presented a framework method to identify the susceptible 

websites against code injection attacks. Our approach provides a precision 

performance compared with other works in the same field as our study 

showed before. In this chapter, the algorithm framework detected various 

types of CIAs; such as SQL injection attacks, and Cross Site Scripting 

attacks (XSS). 

The accuracy result of our study is 0.9708%, with precious performance of 

precision rate = 0.9325, and recall rate =1, while one of the previous studies 

accuracy was 92.1%. 

Our study is different than other studies; such as (Bau et al., 2010); 

(Fonseca et al., 2008a); (Medeiros et al., 2014). It depends on injecting 

meta-codes through the framework on the web page that we want to 

check its vulnerabilities to code injection attacks. The previous studies 

depend on checking the vulnerability of the web page by using 

commercial applications that downloaded from the Internet, or by 

checking the source code of the web page and modifying the source code 

of the web page. 
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Chapter 7 

  

 

Web Sanitisation from Malicious Code 

Injection Attacks 

 

7.1  Preamble 

 

In the previous chapter, a model of checking websites vulnerabilities is 

proposed, in order to protect against CIAs. The steps involved in checking 

web vulnerabilities process are outlined in Chapter6. Finally, the results 

and discussion demonstrated the acceptability of the proposed model. 

 

This chapter also proposes a strategy– known as web sanitisation from 

CIAs– which is able to sanitise a website from CIAs, including web 

browsers that contain multiple interpreters, such as JavaScript, Cascading 
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Style Sheets (CSS), HTML, and Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). This 

part of the thesis exclusively describes the architectural considerations, 

modular description, and provides some of the comparative results that 

support these utilities. 

 

7.2  Explanation of the Website Sanitisation 

 

Some studies have used improper validation of user input as one of the 

most common vulnerabilities occurring in the web pages. The top ten of 

vulnerabilities in web pages of Open Web Application Security Project 

(OWASP) research puts improper validation of user input as the first 

point of web page vulnerabilities.  

Validation of user input is an input checking method; in this method the 

website applies a validation of users’ input parameters to ensure that 

these parameters are not malicious and are valid to enter the web server 

or present in a web browser.  For example, a website checks how many 

items that a user want to buy, so it should be an integer numeric value not 

a float or a nonnumeric string. Also, the most important thing is to be sure 

that a user input does not contain any code injection attack such as SQL 

injection or XSS injection attacks (Balzarotti et al., 2008). 

Cross Site Scripting (XSS) is vulnerability in web pages, which happens by 
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inserting malicious syntax in a web page that does not supply sanitisation 

of user input. When a user sends malicious syntax to a web server through 

a vulnerable web page, if there is no input sanitizing in the web server, 

then the malicious syntax could be executed in the web server and affect 

the web browser. XSS attack could redirect a web page to a malicious 

website, steal a user’s cookie and a session user id to access the user’s data 

(Cybrary, 2018). 

We use the term “URI” (Uniform Resource Identifier) to refer to what are 

commonly called “URL”, but the “URI” is a more general term for the 

same concept. 

Most sanitisation programs sanitise web pages just for HTML contexts. In 

the following example of context insensitive sanitisation, Django’s auto-

escape did not provide protection for user input which is located in the 

place of a Href link. 

Example 1:  

<i Href="UntrustedLink"> user link 

</i>.  

The data hole in this example is the template variable "UntrustedLink", 

which is a variable that refers to a user input. The “UntrustedLink” may 

lead to XSS injection attack (JavaScript: URI), but Django’s auto-escape 

just sanitises HTML Syntax. Django did not provide any sanitisation of 
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untrusted content, only of HTML Syntax (Weinberger et al., 2011).  

Consider the following example of simple Ctemplate, a template for 

context sensitive sanitisation.  

 

Example 2: 

<Html> 

<Body> 

<Script> 

      Function N1() 

     { 

       Document.getElementById("NameSpan").Textcontent = "name: " + 

"name";  

      }  

</Script> 

<Span ID="NameSpan" OnClick="N1()"> Show N1 

</Span><Br/> 

<i Href="URI"> PageName 

</i> 

</Body> 

</Html> 

     In this example, there are 3 data holes; the first data hole is: “name”, 
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which is defined as JavaScript syntax. The auto-escape sanitiser applied: 

Javascript_escape  to the first data and it should be coded as “name: 

JavaScript_escape” instead of “name”. The second data hole is “URI”; the 

auto-escape sanitiser applied:URI_Escape_with_Arg=HTML to the data 

hole because it is a URI context. The third data hole is (PageName), which 

is a HTML context and the auto-escape sanitiser applied HTML_Escape to 

encode the third data hole (Weinberger et al., 2011). 

The third example is from the GRAMPS application authored on Django.  

 

Example 3:  

{  

  If Header.Sortable  

  X Href= “Header.URI|Escape“ 

  EndIf  

} 

     In the above example, the programmer applied manual escape instead 

of auto-sanitisation on “Header.URI|Escape“, but the escape in the 

example is an improper sanitisation in a XSS vulnerability. The right 

sanitisation should be by using JavaScript: URI vector (Weinberger et al., 

2011). 

     The fourth example is about a fragment of JSP program (Mohammadi 
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et al., 2017). 

 

7.2.1  Determining if the HTML Output Includes any Input Parameters 

 

We need to analyse a website’s design and the source code of a web page 

to determine if the output contains any input parameters that may be 

available in the source code of the web page. The following list shows 

possible input parameter resources (Meier et al., 2018):  

1. Form Fields, such as: 

A. Response.write (UserName.text) 

B. Response.write (Request.form("UserName")) 

2. Query Strings, such as: 

A. Response.write (Request.querystring("name1"))     

3. Data Access Method and Database such as: 

A. Sqldatareader read1 = cmd.Executereader() 

B. Response.write (read1.getstring()) 

4. Cookie collection, such as: 

A.  Response.write () 

B.  Request.cookies ("User1").values("ID")) 

5. Session and application variables, such as: 

A.  Response.write (session("Name1")) 
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B.  Response.write (application("Name1")). 

 

7.2.2  Problem Statement 

 

One of the most significant issues in the web industry is cyber security. 

OWASP lists over 80 vectors that can be targeted using cross site scripting 

attacks. Cyber security developers still have much work to do to protect 

web applications against cyber security, especially code injection, attacks. 

One study sponsored by Google (Javed, 2014) showed that around thirty 

percent of the encoding methods used are incorrect. This incorrect 

encoding leads to code injection vulnerabilities in web pages. Also, 

websites can be protected from zero-day attacks by finding XSS 

vulnerabilities in the web applications and protecting them from XSS 

attacks before they start.    

 

7.3  Proposed Model 
 

In the Proposed Model, we present the model of our framework as shown 

in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: The proposed model of our framework 

 

Figure 7.1 shows how our PHP framework works; it consists of a form box 

to enter the HTML data source of the web page, and the process button to 

start the sanitisation process. We used six different WYSIWYG editors as a 

dataset to classify our framework (Javed, 2014). 

 

7.3.1  Proposed Algorithm 

 

In this subsection, we preview the algorithm of our PHP program, as 

shown below.  
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Algorithm 1. Web page vulnerability checking algorithm  

Step 1:  Define the tag black list: 

var $tagBlacklist = array('applet', 'body', 'bgsound', 'base', 'basefont', 

'embed', 'frame', 

'frameset', 'head', 'html', 'id', 'iframe', 'ilayer', 'layer', 'link', 'meta', 'name', 

'object', 'script', 'style', 'title', ‘img’, 'xml'); 

Step 2:  Define the attributes black list: 

var $attrBlacklist = array ('action', 'background', 'codebase', 'dynsrc', 

'lowsrc', ‘href’, ‘src’, ‘onclick’, ’lowsrc’);   

Step 3:  For cleaning a submitted HTML form, insert a setup of the filter 

and call. 

$_POST = $myFilter->process($_POST); 

$_GET["name"] = $myFilter->process($_GET["name"]); 

Step 4:  We have control over which tags and attributes to auto-escape or 

to auto-strip. 

Auto-escape tags those tag-names which contain non-alphabetic 

characters (such as <?php), and attributes containing JavaScript. 

Auto-strip any blacklisted elements that the user can select and declare 

from tags and attributes. 

Step 5: Select which sanitiser functions should be used, including:  

Name: JavaScript_escape 
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Href="URI": encodeURIComponent 

Onclick, for strings: HTML_Escape. 

Step 6: Enter the source code of the web page that a user wants to sanitise 

with the blacklist for any tags or attributes in the platform of our 

framework. Press the Process Query button to apply the sanitisation 

process to the HTML source code of the web page, then get the result of 

the web page that has been sanitised. 

 

7.4  Experimental Setup 

 

In our experiment, we built a framework using the PHP programming 

language, and we checked each data line of the web page source code 

automatically by using our framework. We downloaded XAMPP Control 

Panel v3.2.2 with an Apache server. The dataset used in our framework 

classification was from popular WYSIWYG website editors (Javed, 2014). 

We used the Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP), which is a white box security tool 

used by developers for security testing to detect web application 

vulnerabilities. 
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7.4.1   Algorithm Evaluation 

 

In this subsection, we preview the results of six different WYSIWYG 

editors classified by our framework as shown in Table 7.1 (Javed, 2014). It 

represents six different websites; the highest value of the accuracy result is 

website 4, which is 0.9523. 

 

Table 7.1:  Results of six different websites classified by our framework 

 
Data set A 

 
TP 

 
TN 

 
FP 

 
FN 

 
TNR 

 
PR 

 
RR 

 
Accuracy 

Website  1 28 0 2 0 0 0.9333 1 0.9333 

Website 2 39 0 3 2 0 0.9512 0.9512 0.8863 

Website 3 26 0 2 0 0 
0.9285 1 0.9285 

Website 4 20 0 1 0 0 0.9523 1 0.9523 

Website 5 17 0 1 0 0 0.9444 1 0.9444 

Website 6 34 0 3 1 0 0.9189 0.9714 0.8947 

Average 27 0 2 1 0 0.9381 0.9871 0.9232 
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7.5  Methodology 

 

To prevent XSS attacks, the sanitiser’s framework must ensure that all 

variables of the output in a web page are encoded before sending it to end 

users. Encoding output variables substitutes HTML markup with 

alternate representations called entities. When entities are encoded the 

web application displays them but does not run them; for example, 

<script> gets converted to &lt;script&gt;. Table 7.2 shows the entity name 

that we can use for HTML encoding of some HTML characters. 

 

Table 7.2: Entity names for HTML characters 

Result Description Entity Name Entity Number 

& Ampersand &amp; &#38; 

> Greater than &gt; &#62; 

< Less than &lt; &#60; 

 Non Breaking Space &nbsp; &#160; 

 

In our auto-sanitisation framework, we need to show which variables 

must be sanitised. We can identify them from potentially dangerous 

HTML tags and attributes: 
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The following HTML tags and attributes may allow an attacker to inject 

XSS attacks: 

HTML tags: <applet>, <body>, <bgsound>, <base>, <basefont>, <embed>, 

<frame>, <frameset>, <head>, <html>, <id>, <iframe>, <ilayer>, <layer>, 

<link>, <meta>, <name>, <object>, <script>, <style>, <title>, <xml>, <img>. 

HTML attributes: <action>, <background>, <codebase>, <dynsrc>, 

<lowsrc>, <href>, <src>. 

Then we need to know which encoding or escaping method we can apply 

to the HTML tags and attributes to sanitise a web page. An attacker can 

use HTML attributes such as href, style, and script to precede tags to inject 

cross site scripting. For example, the <src> attribute of the <img> tag can 

be a source of injection, as shown below: 

<Img Src="Java&#X0A; Script:Alert('xss attack');"> 

Also, a hacker may use the <style>tag to inject a script, such as 

<Style Type="Text/JavaScript">Alert(‘code injection attack’); 

</Style> 
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7.5.1 Encoding and Escaping Rules  

 

In this subsection, we describe the escaping and encoding methods to 

sanitise a web page containing multiple interpreters, such as JavaScript, 

CSS, HTML, and URI (Giuca, 2018). 

 

A.  Escape 

Encoding is transforming data from one format into another format, 

whereas escaping is a subset of encoding, whereby not all characters need 

to be encoded. Only some characters are encoded (by using an escape 

character). Escape does not encode [+], because it may cause problems if 

the decoder treats [+] as a space (when [+] comes from HTML form). 

Escape does not encode [/], so problems may arise if the escape operation 

encodes syntax with [/] in it. 

 

B.  JavaScript Encoding Rules 

The [Escape] function has been provided by JavaScript and a URI-

Encoded version has been produced. However, the URI-Encoded version 

does not sanitise properly because it does not escape some characters that 

should be escaped for sanitisation, and does not handle Non-ASCII 

characters properly. The newer version of JavaScript provides another two 
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escaping functions: [encodeURI] and [encodeURIComponent]. The 

difference between these functions is the characters that they escape. None 

of these three functions escape any ASCII numeric or alphabetic 

characters.  

The [escape] function does not escape: / @ _+ - . *  

The [encodeURI] does not escape: / : ; = ? @ _ & ' ( ) * + , - . ~! # $ 

The [encodeURIComponent] does not escape: - . _ ~( ) *! ' 

 

C.  URI Encoding Rules 

URI syntax declares a set of reserved characters, such as: [:], [/], [?], [#], 

[&], [=]. The reserved characters are used as delimiters in the URI syntax; 

for example, the [&] separates key and value pairs in the query string, and 

the question mark [?] indicates the beginning of a query string. When you 

insert a string into the URI, it is important to escape characters and avoid 

confusing them with delimiters. For example, suppose a user wants to 

sanitise a page called [M&N], and the URL link is: 

[?Page=M%26N&Action=View]. The [%26] is a URL encoded for the [&] 

character. The URL encoded for the space characters [ ] is [%20]. The 

EncodeURI does not encode any URI delimiters, such as [:], [/], [?], [#], [&], 

[=]. For that reason, sanitisation using EncodeURI would not be right 

(EncodeURI does not escape [&]). Another example of sanitisation using 
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EncodeURI is [k = encodeURI ("?Page=" + PageName + "&Action=View"]. 

If the PageName is called [My Role], then the EncodeURI would encode 

the URI in the right way to [?Page=My%20R%C3%B4le&Action=View]. 

 

D.  EncodeURIComponent 

To solve the EncodeURI sanitisation problem that we mentioned above, it 

is better to use encodeURIComponent, because this function can escape 

more characters than EncodeURI. In the previous example, if we used 

encodeURIComponent, it would appear as follows: [k = "?Page=" + 

encodeURIComponent(PageName) + "&Action=View]. So the above 

example will be encoded in the right way, whatever characters are 

inserted in the PageName. The [&] character in the PageName will be 

encoded to [%26], and the [&] in the [&Action=View] will stay as a [&] 

delimiter. The encodeURIComponent does not escape some characters 

such as: [!], [‘], [(], [)], [*]; these characters are considered as reserved 

characters, but they are not harmful as others. 

 

7.6  Comparison with other Approaches  

 

We used the Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) which is an integrated penetration 

testing tool for finding vulnerabilities in web applications, maintained by 
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hundreds of security developers. ZAP provides automated scanners as 

well as a set of tools that allow users to find security vulnerabilities 

manually (ZAP, 2018). We applied our dataset to ZAP and compared the 

results with our framework results, as shown in Table 7.3. The dataset is 

from three different WYSIWYG editors. 

 

Table 7.3. The result table of three different websites that classified by 

ZAP and compared with our framework 

 
ZAP 

 
TP 

 
TN 

 
FP 

 
FN 

 
PR 

 
RR 

 
Accuracy 

Website  1 17 0 11 11 0.6071 0.4358 0.4358 

Website 2 23 0 16 16 0.5897 0.4281 0.4281 

Website 3 16 0 9 10 0.64 0.4444 0.4571 

 
Our Framework 

 
TP 

 
TN 

 
FP 

 
FN 

 
PR 

 
RR 

 
Accuracy 

Website  1 28 0 2 0 0.9333 1 0.9333 

Website 2 39 0 3 2 0.9512 0.9512 0.8863 

Website 3 26 0 2 0 0.9285 
1 0.9285 

 

Our framework presents a higher rate of accuracy than the ZAP security 

tool in classifying zero-day vulnerabilities. The accuracy of ZAP tool is 
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45.71%, while the accuracy of our framework is 93.33%. Most false 

positives are found by using HTML encoding in JavaScript context, such 

as <i OnClick="Function('<%= EscapeHTML(n) %>')" > page1 </i>. 

 

7.7  Conclusion 

 

We previewed the results of six different WYSIWYG editors that were 

classified by our framework. The results of the evaluation with six 

different websites are as follows: the highest value of the accuracy result 

was 95.23%, the precision rate was 95.23% and the recall rate was 100%. 

We compared our framework with ZAP tool, which is a security white 

box tool that can provide some sort of security to users, and our 

framework obtained a precise accuracy result of 93.33%, while the 

accuracy result of the ZAP tool was 45.71%, the precision rate was 64% 

and the recall rate was 44.44%. 
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 Chapter 8 

 

 

Identification of Illicit Activities inside the 

Dark Net 

 

 

8.1  Preamble 

 

In the previous chapter, in order to protect against CIAs, we presented a 

model to sanitise a website from CIAs. The methodology of web 

sanitisation is explained in Chapter7. Finally, the results and conclusion of 

the proposed model are outlined at the end of Chapter 7. 

 

This chapter presents a study about cybercriminal activities in the dark 

web which can be considered one of the critical problems for societies 

around the world. It is possible that cybercriminals are using the Internet 

for criminal activities such as: trading and buying drugs, pedophilia, 
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hiring hitmen, forgery, piracy and terrorism. In this chapter, we are high-

lighting the illegal activities on the dark side of the Internet. This chapter 

also examines the most common activities in the illicit subjects that users 

are chatting about in the dark web. We performed affect analysis on the 

dark web pages, which is useful for measuring the presence of illicit 

subjects such as drugs, violence, forgery and piracy. The results show that 

there are similarities in the subjects between three dark web pages 

(Bayoumy, 2018); (Buxton & Bingham, 2015). 

 

8.2  Overview of the Dark Web 

 

Many internet users are not fully aware of the criminal activities 

happening in the dark side of the web. The dark web is part of the deep 

web. Experts think that the deep web is hundreds of times bigger than the 

surface web, just four percent of the web is considered as surface web 

because it can be indexed by search engines to the public. Ninety six 

percent of the web is considered as deep web because it is hidden. It is like 

an iceberg, in that, people can just see a small portion above the surface, 

while the largest part is hidden under the sea (Deepweb, 2018); (Walsh, 

2018), as shown in Figure 8.1. 

Web content can be divided into three parts: the surface web, the deep 
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web, and the dark web. The surface web covers anything located on 

search engines; however, search engines are capable of indexing a little 

part of the reachable web contents. 

 

 

Figure 8.1: The deep web comparing with the visible web (Catakoglu et 

al., 2017) 

 

The deep web contains web contents that are not reachable by using 

search engines (i.e. dynamic contents generated in response to query and 

private contents that require an authorization to access the web contents). 
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In contrast, although still inaccessible to search engines, the dark web 

provides anonymity for users and data, is not be accessed through normal 

web sites and can only accessible by installing specific software such as 

Tor network (Catakoglu et al., 2017); (Iliou et al., 2017). 

For each computer connected to the Internet, there is a specific Internet 

Protocol Address (IP). Internet Service Provider (ISP) provides Internet 

services such as Internet Protocol Address (IP), and domain name. To find 

the location of any device connected to the Internet, we can use the IP 

address for that device (Lewis, 2018). The dark web can provides 

anonymity by implementing of onion routers, which encrypt and bounce 

communication through a network of relays run by volunteers around the 

world. 

The United States Naval Research Laboratory has developed the onion 

router (Tor) for anonymity to protect sensitive information and network. 

Tor program was released to the Internet users in 2004. It can provide 

privacy, and encryption, direct Internet traffic by using a series of virtual 

tunnels. It can help users to reach blocked contents and destinations. The 

Tor website ends with .onion, while other web domains end with .net, 

.com, .edu, .org, …etc, and can be opened by using the Tor software 

(Lewis, 2018). Other programs can provide anonymity with encryption 
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such as: ZeroNet, GNUNet, FAI (Free Anonymous Internet), and Freenet 

(Lewis, 2018). 

In October 2013, D. P. Roberts was arrested from the FBI. Roberts was the 

owner of the Silk Road which is the most popular black market on the 

dark net. The estimated sales on the Silk Road black market are valued at 

around 1.2 billion dollars. There are around 4000 vendors, and 150,000 

anonymous customer accounts on the Silk Road (Al Nabki et al., 2017). 

The dark web may not be a safe place for users because malicious 

programs can attack their computers. The illegal goods and services on 

the dark web that a user can sell and buy using the Bitcoin currency 

include: 1. Drugs, 2. Weapons, 3. Fake IDs, 4. Fake passports, 5. Stolen 

electronics, 6. Services of hackers, 7. Services of counterfeiters, 8. 

pornography, 9. Services of hitmen (Lewis, 2018). 

Figure 8.2 shows the increasing number of accounts created on Silk Road 

(digital black market for buying and selling illegal drugs), from January 

2011, when there were just 5 accounts, up until March 2012 when a total of 

152,088 had been created (Buxton & Bingham, 2015). 

When people are shopping online, it is difficult to hide their identity from 

the purchasing transfer operation, so if a person wants to hide his details, 

the best solution is to buy or sell on the dark web by using a crypto digital 

currency such as Bitcoin, because the dark web supports anonymity. 
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Figure 8.3 shows that dark web markets had over 15,000 items for sale on 

the dark web markets in August 2014. 

 

Figure 8.2: The increase in the number of accounts opened on the Silk 

Road (Buxton &Bingham, 2015). 
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Figure 8.3: The number of items for sale on dark web markets on August 

2014 (Zhang et al., 2009) 
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8.3  Problem Statement 

 

Many criminal activities are conducted in web pages that are inaccessible 

to normal browsers. Our research concerns identification of the illicit 

activities on these hidden dark web pages. There is no previous research 

similar to this, and the difference is that our research discusses dark web 

pages on the Tor program, while the previous research has focused on the 

deep web available on normal browsers (Abbasi & Chen, 2007); (Chen, 

2008); (Zhang et al., 2009). There are many studies that discuss the deep 

web pages, but not the dark web pages on the Tor program. In the deep 

web a user can open pages using a normal browser, while in the dark net 

a user should use a program such as Tor. The extension of the dark web 

pages is .onion which is unlike the deep web. No previous studies have 

used Tor to explore the dark web. Therefore, in this chapter, we highlight 

different types of illicit issues on dark web pages. 

 

8.4  Proposed Work 

 

This subsection discusses the methodology involved collection of dark 

web pages and classification of subjects by applying the Vector Space 

Model (VSM). 
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A. Dark Web URLs  

In this step, URLs related with dark websites are collected based on the 

extension .onion (Bayoumy, 2018); (Buxton & Bingham, 2015). These dark 

web pages work within the Tor program. We used the Vector Space 

Model (VSM) as to represent the number of posts related to particular 

subject terms for data-mining operations. 

For each term that does not occur in a document, the term weight on the 

document is zero. Representing the dataset as VSM facilitates the 

calculation process.  

We used three dark web pages for three documents: document 1 is from 

the Hidden Answer dark web page (Bayoumy, 2018); document 2 is from 

the Berlusconi dark web page (Bayoumy, 2018); and document 3 is from 

the Silk Road Site (Buxton & Bingham, 2015). 

 

B. Dark Web Classification 

We searched many terms, in order to classify the most common dialogue 

subjects on each dark web page; we then selected seven subjects on each 

web page to check the interests of users and their posts on the dark web 

pages. These terms are shown below in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1: Number of terms with the term subjects 

Term Number Subject 

Term 1 Piracy, hacking. 

Term 2 Drugs. 

Term 3 Scams, fake, forgery. 

Term 4 Politics, revolution. 

Term 5 Hitmen, kidnap, rape. 

Term 6 Philosophy, religion. 

Term 7 Pornography. 

Term 8 Weapons, guns. 

 

The Term Frequencies (TF) alongside count of posts for every subject on 

the document 1, are as shown in Table 8.2. 

 

Table 8.2: Number of terms with the term subjects and the number of 

posts for document 1 

Term Number Subject Count of Posts 

Term 1 
 

Piracy, hacking. 19875 

Term 2 Drugs. 4626 

Term 3 
 

Scams, fake, forgery. 6606 

Term 4 
 

Politics, revolution. 9511 

Term 5 Hitmen, kidnap, rape. 11783 

Term 6 
 

Philosophy, religion. 2642 

Term 7 Pornography. 0 

Term 8 Weapons, guns. 0 
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The Term Frequencies (TF) alongside count of posts for every subject on 

the document 2, are as shown in Table 8.3.  

 

Table 8.3: Number of terms with the term subjects and the number of 

posts for document 2 

Term Number Subject Count of Posts 

Term 1 
 

Piracy, hacking. 1579 

Term 2 Drugs. 6878 

Term 3 
 

Scams, fake, forgery. 0 

Term 4 
 

Politics, revolution. 6771 

Term 5 Hitmen, kidnap, rape. 0 

Term 6 Philosophy, religion. 0 

Term 7 Pornography. 3880 

Term 8 
 

Weapons, guns. 5932 

 

The Term Frequencies (TF) alongside count of posts for every subject on 

the document 3, are as shown in Table 8.4.  
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Table 8.4: Number of terms with the term subjects and the number of 

posts for document 3 

Term Number Subject Count of Posts 

Term 1 Piracy, hacking. 12895 

Term 2 Drugs. 1857 

Term 3 
 

Scams, fake, forgery. 2651 

Term 4 
 

Politics, revolution. 1176 

Term 5 Hitmen, kidnap, rape. 0 

Term 6 
 

Philosophy, religion. 0 

Term 7 Pornography. 1711 

Term 8 Weapons, guns. 0 

 

The VSM diagram represents the relationship between the term subjects 

and the number of the posts (TF), as shown in Figure 8.4: 
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Figure 8.4: VSM diagram of the TF 
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8.5  Experimental Setup  

 

In our experiment, we used the Weka 3.9 program for analysis and 

classification of our data. Our experimental results presented in the VSM 

diagram. 

 

8.5.1 Dataset of Dark Web Pages 

 

The dataset consists of three dark web pages (three documents): document 

1 is from the Hidden Answer dark web page (Bayoumy, 2018); document 

2 is from the Berlusconi dark web page (Bayoumy, 2018); and document 3 

is from the Silk Road Site (Buxton & Bingham, 2015). 

 

8.6  Results 

 

We need to calculate Document Frequency (DF) to find Term Frequency–

Inverse Document Frequency weight (TF-IDF). DF obtains how many 

documents docd contain termt (Alghamdi & Selamat, 2012). 

𝐷𝐹𝑡=∑ 𝐷𝐹𝑑𝑡
𝑑
𝑑𝑜𝑐=1  

𝐷𝐹𝑡=∑ 𝐷𝐹𝑑𝑡
3
𝑑𝑜𝑐=1 = 1+1+1=3  ………………………………………………… (1) 

𝑇𝐹_𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) = 𝑇𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) ∗ 𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡)  …………………………………………. (2) 
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𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡) = log
|𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑑𝑡|

𝐷𝐹𝑡
…………………………………………………………....(3) 

𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡,𝑑) =  𝑇𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) ∗ log 
|𝐷|

|{𝑑′∈𝐷|𝑡∈𝑑′}|
……………………………………… (4) 

𝑇𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) is the term frequency of term t in document d 

The equation of the inverse document frequency is  

log
|𝐷|

|{𝑑′ ∈ 𝐷|𝑡 ∈ 𝑑′}|
 

|𝐷| is the total number of documents in the document set. 

|{𝑑′ ∈ 𝐷|𝑡 ∈ 𝑑′}|  is the number of documents containing the 

term t(Wikipedia, 2018). 

So to calculate the Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency weight (TF-

IDF) for our research: 

The weight vector for document d is 𝑉𝑑 = [𝑊1,𝑑, 𝑊2,𝑑, … . , 𝑊𝑁,𝑑]𝑇……… (5) 

𝑊𝑡,𝑑 =  𝑇𝐹(𝑡, 𝑑) ∗ log
|𝐷|

|{𝑑′ ∈ 𝐷|𝑡 ∈ 𝑑′}|
 

𝑊1,1 = 19875 * log
3

3
 = 19875 * 0 = 0 

𝑊2,1 = 0  

𝑊3,1 = 6606 * log 
3

2
= 6606 * 0.1760 = 1162.656 

𝑊4,1 = 0 

𝑊5,1 = 11783 ∗ log 
3

1
 = 11783 * 0.4771 = 5621.6693 
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𝑊6,1 = 2642 ∗ log
3

1
 = 2642 * 0. 4771 = 1260.4982 

𝑊7,1 = 0 

𝑊8,1 = 0 

𝑊1,2 = 0 

𝑊2,2 = 0 

𝑊3,2 = 0 

𝑊4,2 = 0 

𝑊5,2 = 0 

𝑊6,2 = 0 

𝑊7,2 = 3880 * log
3

2
 = 3880 * 0.1760 = 682.88 

𝑊8,2 = 5932 * log
3

1
 = 5932 * 0.4771 = 2833.77 

𝑊1,3 = 0 

𝑊2,3 = 0 

𝑊3,3 = 2651 *  log
3

2
 = 2651 * 0.1760 = 466.576 

𝑊4,3 = 0 

𝑊5,3 = 0 

𝑊6,3 = 0 

𝑊7,3 = 1711 * log
3

2
= 1711 ∗ 0.1760 = 301.136  

𝑊8,3 = 0  …………………………………………………………………..…... (6) 

The TF-IDF is as shown in Table 8.5. 
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Table 8.5: Number of terms with the document number and the Term 

Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency weight (TF-IDF) 

𝑾𝒕,𝒅 TF-IDF 

𝑊1,1 0 

𝑊2,1 0 

𝑊3,1 1162.656 

𝑊4,1 0 

𝑊5,1 5621.6693 

𝑊6,1 1260.4982 

𝑊7,1 0 

𝑊8,1 0 

𝑊1,2 0 

𝑊2,2 0 

𝑊3,2 0 

𝑊4,2 0 

𝑊5,2 0 

𝑊6,2 0 

𝑊7,2 682.88 

𝑊8,2 2833.77 

𝑊1,3 0 

𝑊2,3 0 

𝑊3,3 466.576 

𝑊4,3 0 

𝑊5,3 0 

𝑊6,3 0 

𝑊7,3 301.136 

𝑊8,3 0 
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The VSM diagram representing the term number and Term Frequency–

Inverse Document Frequency weight (TF-IDF) is shown in Figure 8.5. 

 

 

Figure 8.5: VSM diagram of the TF-IDF 
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8.7  Dark Web Pages Evaluation 

 

In this subsection, we calculate the similarity between documents; for this 

purpose we can use the following equation: 

Cosine (doc1, doc2) = 
∑ 𝑊𝑖,1𝑊𝑖,2

𝑡
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝑊𝑖,1
2 ∑ 𝑊𝑖,2

2𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑡
𝑖=1

 ,  ……………………………………. (7) 

Where Wi,1 means the vector weight of termi in doc1 and Wi,2 means the 

vector weight of termi in doc2 as represented by VSM. 

 

So the similarity in the term subjects between document 1 and document 2 

is: 

Cosine (doc1, doc2) = 
19875∗1579 + 4626∗6878 + 0 + 9511∗6771+ 0 + 0 +0+ 0 

√198752 ∗ 15792+46262 ∗ 68782+0 +95112 ∗ 67712+0 + 0 + 0 + 0
 

 

Cosine (doc1, doc2) = 
31382625+31817628+64398981

√184869151890625+1012361451546384+414722875383861
 

 

Cosine (doc1, doc2) = 
127599234

√6144459357275370
 

Cosine (doc1, doc2) = 
127599234

78386601.8990
 

Cosine (doc1, doc2) = 1.6278  ………………………………………………. (8) 

The result shows that there is a high similarity in the term subjects 

between document 1 and document 2. 
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To calculate the distance in topics between two documents, we subtract 

the Cosine (doc1, doc2).  

If the result of cosine-distance is high, that indicates of a high possibility of 

topic shifting, as it shown below: 

 

Cosine_Distance (doc1, doc2) = 1- 
∑ 𝑊𝑖,1𝑊𝑖,2

𝑡
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝑊𝑖,1
2 ∑ 𝑊𝑖,2

2𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑡
𝑖=1

…………………………. (9) 

 

Cosine_Distance (doc1, doc2) = 1 – 1.6278 = - 0.6278    

 

The result shows that there is a high topic shift between document 1 and 

document 2. 

 

To calculate the similarity in the term subjects between document 1 and 

document 3: 

Cosine (doc1, doc3) = 
∑ 𝑊𝑖,1𝑊𝑖,3

𝑡
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝑊𝑖,1
2 ∑ 𝑊𝑖,3

2𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑡
𝑖=1

 , ………………………………….. (10) 

 

Cosine (doc1, doc3) = 

19875∗12895 + 4626∗1857 + 6606∗2651 + 9511∗1176+ 0 + 0 +0+ 0 

√198752 ∗ 12895 2+46262 ∗ 1857 2+66062∗ 26512+95112 ∗ 11762+0 + 0 + 0 + 0
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Cosine (doc1, doc3) = 
256288125+8590482+17512506+11184936

√65683603016015625+73796380992324+125102793324096
 

 

Cosine (doc1, doc3) = 
293576049

√65882502190332045
 

Cosine (doc1, doc3) = 
293576049

256675869.9027
 

Cosine (doc1, doc3) = 1.1437     …………………………………………… (11) 

The result shows that there is a high similarity in the term subjects 

between document 1 and document 3. 

To calculate the distance in topics between two documents, we subtract 

the Cosine (doc1, doc3).  

If the result of cosine-distance is high, that indicates of a high possibility of 

topic shifting, as it shown below: 

Cosine_Distance (doc1, doc3) = 1 -  
∑ 𝑊𝑖,1𝑊𝑖,3

𝑡
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝑊𝑖,1
2 ∑ 𝑊𝑖,3

2𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑡
𝑖=1

   …………………….. (12) 

 

Cosine_Distance (doc1, doc3) = 1 –1.1437= - 0.1437 

 

The result shows that there is not a high topic shift between document 1 

and document 3. 

To calculate the similarity in the term subjects between document 2 and 

document 3: 
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Cosine (doc2, doc3) = 
∑ 𝑊𝑖,2𝑊𝑖,3

𝑡
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝑊𝑖,2
2 ∑ 𝑊𝑖,3

2𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑡
𝑖=1

 ,  …………………………………. (13) 

 

Cosine (doc2, doc3) 

= 
1579∗ 12895 + 6878∗ 1857 + 0 + 6771∗ 1176+ 0 + 0 +3880∗ 1711+0

√15792 ∗ 12895 2+68782 ∗ 1857 2+0 + 67712∗ 11762+ 0 + 0 + 38802 ∗ 17112+0
 

Cosine (doc2, doc3) = 

20361205 + 12772446+ 7962696 + 6638680

√414578669052025 + 163135376822916 + 63404527588416+ 44072072142400
 

Cosine (doc2, doc3) = 
47735027

√685190645605757
 

 

Cosine (doc2, doc3) = 
47735027

26176146.5003 
 = 1.8236 

 

The result shows that there is a high similarity in the term subjects 

between document 2 and document 3. To calculate the distance in topics 

between two documents, we subtract the Cosine (doc2, doc3). If the result 

of cosine-distance is high, that indicates of a high possibility of topic 

shifting, as shown below: 

Cosine_Distance (doc2, doc3) = 1 -  
∑ 𝑊𝑖,2𝑊𝑖,3

𝑡
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝑊𝑖,2
2 ∑ 𝑊𝑖,3

2𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑡
𝑖=1

…………………….. (14) 

Cosine_Distance (doc2, doc3) = 1 –1.8236 = - 0.8236 

The result shows that there is not a high topic shift between document 2 

and document 3. 
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In summary, the results show that there is high similarity in subjects 

between all documents, the lowest topic shifting is between document 2 

and document 3, then between document 1 and document 2, and the 

highest topic shifting in subjects is between document 1 and document 3. 

 

8.8 Conclusion 

 

In this experiment, we used three dark web pages to analyse how much 

interaction occurred on different subjects. The interactions on different 

subjects are ranked depending on the number of user posts on three dark 

web pages. These are classified based on DF, TF and TF-IDF with VSM. 

The results show that there is a high similarity and low topic shifting in 

subjects between all documents. The highest similarity is between 

document 2 and document 3, and the highest topic shifting in subjects is 

between document 1 and document 3. Most common topic of interest in 

document 1 and document 3 are piracy, and hacking, while in document 2 

is drugs, politics, revolution, weapons, and guns. 
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Chapter 9 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

9.1 Preamble 

 

The research in this thesis presents studies for many different approaches 

for detection of and protection from CIAs, and performs affect analysis on 

the dark web pages. A review of the literature reveals that our approaches 

provide more precise performance and results compared to other research 

on the same topic. 

 

The aim of the research was to investigate and solve the limitations of the 

intrusion detection and protection techniques that presented in the 

literature (Chapter 2). However, our approaches solved and covered these 
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limitations. Finally, the evaluation of the performance of these strategies 

alongside other existing strategies was essential. 

In the context of the aims of the research, this chapter summarises all key 

points from all chapters. Through these key points and results achieved so 

far, the discussion is made to fulfill the objective of the research. Finally, 

consideration is made of the implications for future work, based on the 

findings of this thesis. 

 

9.2  Contributions of Chapters 

 

Chapter 1 began by providing background information about Code 

Injection Attacks (CIAs), and goes on to describe many important issues, it 

starts with detecting of CIAs in the field of test many techniques to detect 

CIAs; then checking and sanitizing the vulnerability of the web pages; 

last, performed affect analysis of illicit activates inside the dark web. The 

motivation behind the research conducted in this thesis, aims and 

objectives of the thesis completed this chapter. 

 

Chapter 2 presented the literature about IDS, detection and protection 

methodologies against CIAs. It also presented existing techniques about 

checking the vulnerabilities and sanitisation of websites from CIAs, finally 
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it showed previous studies about deep web forums. 

 

Chapter 3 outlined the detection of SQL and XSS injection attacks by using 

Snort intrusion detection system (IDS). The discussion began with a 

description of the basic architecture of the Snort module, then it proposed 

the Snort rules; finally, the experimental setup and results are 

demonstrated. 

 

Chapter 4 described a modified version of the CFI (Control Flow Integrity) 

as well as CPM (Code Pointer Masking) techniques is designed and 

developed, and an investigation is undertaken to determine why the CFI 

and CPM are having drawbacks. Therefore, the new architectures are built 

to overcome these drawbacks. Also in this chapter, descriptions of the 

Counter Matrix and Multiplexer techniques are presented; evaluation of 

these techniques completed the chapter. 

 

Chapter 5 presented new CIAs detection version called “Gathering 

Multiple Signatures Approach (GMSA)”, an investigation is undertaken to 

determine the taxonomy of CIAs, and a description of GMSA is presented. 

GMSA is also evaluated alongside popular strategies; finally, the results 
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and discussion analyse the benefits of the GMSA. 

 

Chapter 6 aimed to check websites vulnerabilities against CIAs by 

proposing a new checking websites vulnerabilities strategy. A newly 

designed model, procedures, and algorithmic steps are implemented 

throughout this chapter; finally, results and discussion complete the 

chapter. 

 

Chapter 7 proposed a strategy known as “web sanitisation from CIAs”, 

which is able to sanitise a website from CIAs including web browsers that 

contain multiple interpreters, such as JavaScript, CSS, HTML and URI. 

This part of the thesis exclusively describes the architectural 

considerations, modular description, and provides some of the 

comparative results that support these utilities. 

 

Chapter 8 presented a study about dark web pages – known as 

identification of illicit activities inside the dark web – in this study; we 

showed the illicit activities in the dark web pages, including: drugs, 

violence, forgery and piracy. In this part of the thesis, we analyse how 
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much interaction occurred in many different subjects of three dark web 

pages. 

 

9.3  Discussion of Outcomes 

 

This subsection debates the usability and acceptability of our detection 

and protection techniques – as proposed by the research – to be 

recognised as IDS. Additionally, current performance issues and possible 

development opportunities for continuation of the research will also be 

identified. 

 

Results in Chapter 3 showed that the Snort rules present a significant 

improvement in performance in detecting SQL and XSS injection attacks. 

In one case, the proposed Snort rule 3 performed 100% success in 

detection of SQL and XSS injection attacks and a zero false positive (false 

alarm), while the other Snort rules also presented precise values of 

precision and recall rates in comparison with other existing approaches.  

 

Chapter 4 presented two methodologies; the first methodology is Counter 

Matrix, which augments ‘1’ bit counting to modify the Masking Code 

Pointer (CPM). The augmentation technique improves the probability of 
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identifying malicious code compared to CPM. The Counter Matrix 

technique provides more protection without increasing the time 

complexity. 

The second methodology is the Multiplexer technique, which is developed 

from the Control Flow Integrity (CFI); however, the execution time of the 

Multiplexer technique is faster than the CFI technique. The time 

complexity of the Multiplexer technique is O(n), whereas the time 

complexity of the CFI technique is O(2n). 

 

Chapter 5 presented the GMSA for detection of the CIAs. GMSA 

methodology provides more precise performance and results compared to 

other research on this topic. GMSA detects various types of CIA, such as 

XSS attack, SQL injection attack, Shell injection attack (Command injection 

attack), and Remote File Inclusion attack. Other researchers mostly 

consider SQL injection and XSS attacks (Xiao, 2015); (Priyaa & Devi, 

2016a). 

The accuracy of GMSA is 99.45% which is significant compared with what 

other works (Priyaa & Devi, 2016a); (Nadiammai & Hemalatha, 2014) have 

suggested. The Precision Rate of GMSA is 99.55%, TPR (Recall Rate) is 

99.48%, the TNR is 99.40%, and the FPR is 0.59%. The false positive rate is 

low compared with other research (Xiao, 2015); (Priyaa &Devi, 2016a). The 
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low false positive rate is a very important factor, because the defence 

algorithm should balance between the FPR and TPR. It can therefore be 

concluded that GMSA outperforms research to date in the field. 

 

Chapter 6 presented a model to check whether a website is vulnerable 

against CIAs or not. Our approach provides significant performance in 

terms of precision compared with similar existing works. In this chapter, 

the algorithm model detects various types of CIA's such as SQL injection 

attacks, and Cross Site Scripting attacks (XSS). 

 

Chapter 7 previewed the results of six different WYSIWYG editors that 

were classified by our framework. The results of the evaluation with six 

different websites are as follows: the highest value of the accuracy result 

was 95.23%, the precision rate was 95.23% and the recall rate was 100%.  

Chapter 8 used three dark web pages to analyse how much interaction 

occurred on different subjects. The interactions on different subjects are 

ranked depending on the number of user posts on three dark web pages. 

These are classified based on DF, TF and TF-IDF with VSM. The results 

show that there is a high similarity and low topic shifting in subjects 

between document 1 and document 3 and between document 2 and 

document 3. The highest topic shifting in subjects is between document 1 
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and document 2. Most common topic of interest in document 2 is drugs, 

then scam, fake, and forgery topics, but in document 3 the most common 

topic is just drugs, while in document 1 is piracy and hacking then scam, 

fake, and forgery topics. 

 

9.4 Future Works 

 

The future work in the Snort tool is to use a bigger dataset with diverse 

feature set extraction and selection to test the Snort rules.  

In terms of the Multiplexer and Counter Matrix approaches, would be 

possible to implement the Counter Matrix and Multiplexer techniques by 

using a Linux environment and SPEC CPU2006 Integer benchmarks. 

The limitation of the Multiplexer technique is the complicated processes to 

add this technique in the hardware embedded system. 

The further research can alleviate this limitation by trying to apply the 

Multiplexer technique in the embedded hardware design. 

In order to detect CIAs, we are planning to build our own dataset that can 

cover all sorts of CIAs, and then apply the GMSA approach on the new 

dataset. 
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The limitation of the future dataset is the ability to cover all sorts of CIAs, 

because some of them need to inject on time of attacking process not 

through a dataset. 

The further research can alleviate this limitation by trying to inject the 

special cases of CIAs on a real website that made for this purpose. 

 

A new approach can be proposed in order to detect the illicit activities in 

the dark web, such as selling drug on dark web sites, and checking the 

encrypted data that is sent by the onion router.   

The limitation of the proposed approach is the ability to trace all data of 

the illicit activities in the dark web. 

The further research can alleviate this limitation by building a dataset that 

contains websites of the most illicit activities on dark web. 

 

9.5  Closing Remarks 

 

In writing this thesis, an attempt has been made to fill a deficit in the 

research. Throughout the above discussion, it is argued that the research 

question has been answered. This thesis also provides step-by-step 

instructions for detecting and preventing CIAs. It is hoped that this guide 

may assist other researchers to develop and hone their own strategies. In 
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practice, while not many organisations use combinatorial testing due to a 

lack of resources and a shortage of strategies that can solve real problems, 

this thesis may help industry personnel to implement our approaches 

within their own organisations. 
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